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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

OIS - Officer Involved Shooting 
Related Cases: 

 
Location  City  State  ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S. Melrose Dr,Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:18:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 
 

Name: 

Napier, Michael Paul 
Person Code: Interpreter Language: 

  
ALIAS / AKA / NICKNAME / MONIKER: 

Name Type: 

Moniker 
First: 

BULLET 
Middle: 

 
Last: 

 
Suffix: 

 
Home Address, City, State, ZIP:  Res. Country: County Residence: Undocumented: 

US - UNITED STATES R Resident  
Race: Sex: Date of Birth / Age: Height: Weight: Hair Color: Eye Color: Facial Hair: Complexion: 

W M - 33 5' 7" 160 lbs BRO BRO 06 - Mustache Only  
Employment Status: Occupation/Grade: Employer/School: Employer Address, City, State, ZIP: 

     
CONTACT INFORMATION 

                                                                                                                                                   IDENTIFICATION: 

Type: 

DLN - Drivers License Number 
Number: State: 

 
Country: 

 
Attire: Injury: Extent Of Treatment: Violent Crime Circumstances: 

Jail Clothing    
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

ORIGIN: 
 
On 1-31-14, at about 1957 hours, I received a phone call from Sergeant T. Ness #1928.  I was asked to respond to a call of 
an Officer Involved Shooting (OIS) at 2000 S. Melrose Drive, Vista to assist homicide detectives in their investigation, CAD 
#E1415275. 
 
DEPUTY'S OBSERVATIONS AND ACTIONS: 
 
I was advised to respond to 1498 Oakcreek Lane, Vista, where the Homicide Detectives had set up their command post.  
When I arrived on scene, I listened to the brief provided by Deputy Campbell #7911.  I was asked to stand by with Detective 
Anderson #1424, while he interviewed  the father Michael Napier.  Detective Anderson 
interviewed  in front of apartment  because  did not want to talk in a more private setting. (See Detective 
Anderson's report for narrative. 
 
After Detective Anderson was done interviewing I linked up with Detective Cook #0602 and we were requested to 
contact the residents of apartments .  The resident of apartment  was listed as the tenant who also rented 
out garage   The resident of  was listed as the tenant who also rented out garage   Detective Cook and I were 
asked to obtain written consent to search forms for those two garages in order to check for possible rounds that might have 
gone through the walls when Michael Napier was shot in front of garage .   
 
While walking toward apartment , I heard a scream coming from apartment.  Soon after he emerged 
from his apartment and started walking toward us and began taking of his jacket. stated he was not armed and that 
he was going to go see his son.   dropped his jacket to the ground and tried to go past Detective Cook who was 
standing in front of the crime scene tape telling him he could not enter. (See Detective Cook's Deputy's Report)  wife 
also came out of the apartment soon after and approached the crime scene tape. and his wife stated they heard it on 
the news that it was their son and just wanted to confirm it.   
 
Detective Cook and I contacted the resident of apartment  who signed a consent to search form.  The resident of 
apartment advised us she no longer rents the garage as of December 2013.  She advised us she does not know who or if 
anyone else now rents it.  After returning with the consent to search form, we were advised we were clear to go because the 
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area canvass of all possible witness apartments had already been completed.  This completed my involvement in this case 
and I was released from the scene at 0100 hours. 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

OIS - Officer Involved Shooting 
Related Cases: 

 
Location  City  State  ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S Melrose Dr,Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:18:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 

                                                                                                                                                   IDENTIFICATION: 

Attire: Injury: Extent Of Treatment: Violent Crime Circumstances: 
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                                                                                                                                                   IDENTIFICATION: 

Attire: Injury: Extent Of Treatment: Violent Crime Circumstances: 

    
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

Summary: 
On 01/31/14, Deputies with the San Diego Sheriff's Vista Gang Enforcement Team were involved in a shooting while 
attempting to serve a felony arrest warrant at the Shadow Ridge Park Apartments located at 2000 S Melrose Drive in the city 
of Vista. On 01/13/14 at approximately 2232 hours, I responded to the scene to assist with the investigation.  
 
Investigation: 
I was contacted by Deputy Downes and given three garage door openers for garages,  The electronic openers 
were provided by a maintenance person named  with a contact number attached to a business card.  
 
I met with Detective Anderson while he was speaking with was telling Detective Anderson that he 
wanted to enter the crime scene and look at the body. Deputy Anderson was telling  that after the body had been 
identified, the Medical Examiner would contact him if the body was that of his son.  seemed to ignore Detective 
Anderson and kept demanding to enter the crime scene. Eventually went back into his apartment  while 
complaining about the Sheriff's Department.  
 
At Detective Anderson's direction, I teamed with Detective Barrios and was assigned to make contact at apartment  and 
apartment as they were the apartments associated with the garages adjoining the one where the shooting occurred.  
 
As I was walking in the direction of apartment  I heard a male scream loudly. The scream came from the area of 
apartment  which is below apartment . I saw exit the apartment, walk up a set of stairs and begin 
walking directly at the yellow tape which delineated the crime scene. He was yelling about having seen the body of his son on 
television and that he was going to go see the body. I spoke to as he approached and warned him that he could not 
enter the crime scene. was yelling about "not caring" about the crime scene. I was wearing my badge around my neck 
and had already spoke to briefly when he was being interviewed by Detective Anderson.  
 
I stepped approximately one foot outside of the crime scene and  walked directly into me and made contact with his 
hands and partially extended arms. I told him several times that he needed to stop and that he could not enter the crime 
scene.  continued yelling that he was going to go see the body of his son and was not going to stop. He attempted to 
push me out of the way by extending his arms but was  unable to move me.   
 
I grasped  upper right arm and moved him until he was facing away from me and was facing away from the crime 
scene. He tried to pull away from me, but I was able to maintain my grip on him. kept screaming that he was going to 
go to see what he believed to be his son's body. I told  several times to calm down and that nobody wanted to have to 
arrest him. Deputy Neufeld, Andrade and Downes (all in uniform) assisted me and was detained in handcuffs for 
148(a)(1) PC Resisting/Delaying Peace Officer.  
 
I walked  to the front of a patrol car and sat him on the bumper.  continued to yell and complain about wanting 
to enter the crime scene and that he saw his son's body in front of his garage. I tried to explain to  again about the 
need for us to have a secure crime scene to conduct a fair investigation and that he might be able to speak with the Medical 
Examiner and view/identify the body as that of his son.  
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continued to yell. I eventually told that if he could not accept that the Sheriff's Department was in charge of 

the crime scene, then he would be arrested. I reiterated several times that I did not want to have to arrest but would if 
he continued to try to enter the scene.  eventually calmed down and stated that he would not continue to try to enter 
the crime scene.  
 
Based on the emotional state of  due to his belief that his son had been shot and was deceased, I did not arrest 

for 148(a)(1) PC Resisting/Delaying. I removed the handcuffs from  and he returned to his apartment.   
 
At apartment and Deputy Barrios made contact with the residents. At apartment  he obtained a signed consent 
to search. At apartmen the resident stated they no longer had the garage in their possession.  
 
I then assisted Detective Anderson with a walk through of the crime scene area and spoke with Detective Lopez about my 
knowledge of Michael Napier. I turned over the garage door openers and  information to Detective Anderson. On 
02/01/14 at approximately 0100 hours, I completed my tasks and departed the crime scene.  
 
On 02/03/13 I went to Oak Creek Lane and canvassed the neighborhood in search of anyone who may have seen or heard 
anything related to the Deputy involved shooting on 01/31/14. I was able to speak with the following people: 
 

 
I left a business card at  residence and she called me at approximately 1700 on 02/03/14. is the girlfriend of a 
burglary victim who's had missing property located in the garage occupied by Michael Napier. was in her living room 
with the television on and heard 4-6 gunshots. was watching television and believed that is why she did not hear any 
voices before or after the gunshots. She had no additional information. 
  

 
On 02/03/14, I left a business card at  and received a telephone call from the resident; . 

 told me that on 01/31/14 at approximately 1820 hours, she was in an upstairs bedroom of her house and heard a male 
voice yell "Don't Move! I said…Don't Move!"  said the voice was "very loud and really clear." She then heard some 
"banging noises" which she later came to believe were gunshots.  estimated the time between hearing the male voice 
yelling "Don't Move! I said…don't Move!" and the gunshots was thirty seconds. She was not able to estimate the number of 
gunshots she heard. had no other information on the incident. Her husband  was downstairs watching 
television and did not hear anything related to the incident.  
 

 
 called me on 02/03/14 after finding a business card on her door.  told me that on 01/31/14, she was inside her 

house and heard what sounded like gunshots. They she paused to listen and heard a male voice yelling, "Stay Down." She 
then heard sirens shortly after that.  
 

 did report an increase in suspicious vehicles and people at the end of Oak Creek Lane over the past two months  
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On 02/03/14 at approximately 0930 hours, I spoke with in his driveway.  told me that he has been missing 
packages from his front porch during the past month or two. He said that packages contained a Japanese flag and motorcycle 
handgrips and a motorcycle bar. On 01/31/14,  believed that he heard some shots being fired but was not sure of the 
amount.  
 

 
I spoke with  in her driveway on 02/03/14. She did not hear or see anything related to the incident on 01/31/14.  
 

 
I spoke with  on 02/03/14. She did not hear or see anything related to the incident on 01/31/14.  
 

 
was in her house on 01/31/14 around 1800 hours, when she heard her dogs barking and refusing to come into the 

house. She thought this was unusual. Approximately 15 minutes later, heard what she believed were five gunshots. She 
had no other information.  
 
Investigation (cont):  
On 02/04/14, I received a call from from . Her husband had reported a grey 
Giant Cypress bicycle stolen from his open garage on 01/06/14. residence is .1 mile from 
where Michael Napier was videotaped stealing a mail package (CN# 13166293) and less that that distance from the victim's 
house to the garage where Napier was contacted (which contained stolen property and a bicycle that was being altered and 
painted over). I checked with Detective Julian and learned the bicycle inside the garage occupied by Napier was a Trex brand 
and not the bicycle stolen from garage.  
 
I concluded my portion of this investigation at that time. 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

OIS - Officer Involved Shooting 
Related Cases: 

 
Location  City  State  ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S. Melrose Drive,Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:18:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 
 

Name: 

Napier, Michael Paul 
Person Code: Interpreter Language: 

  
ALIAS / AKA / NICKNAME / MONIKER: 

Name Type: 

Moniker 
First: 

BULLET 
Middle: 

 
Last: 

 
Suffix: 

 
Home Address  City  State  ZIP:  Res. Country: County Residence: Undocumented: 

US - UNITED STATES R Resident No 
Race: Sex: Date of Birth / Age: Height: Weight: Hair Color: Eye Color: Facial Hair: Complexion: 

W M - 33 5' 7" 160 lbs BRO BRO 06 - Mustache Only FAR - Fair 
Employment Status: Occupation/Grade: Employer/School: Employer Address, City, State, ZIP: 

U - Unemployed     
CONTACT INFORMATION 

Type: 

MP - Mobile Phone 
Number/Address: 

                                                                                                                                                   IDENTIFICATION: 

Type: 

DLN - Drivers License Number 
Number: State: 

CA - California 
Country: 

US - UNITED STATES 
Type: 

SSN - SSN 
State: 

 
Country: 

 
Attire: Injury: Extent Of Treatment: Violent Crime Circumstances: 

    
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

ORIGIN: 
 
On 1-31-14, at about 1951 hours, I received a phone call from Sergeant T. Ness #1928.  I was asked to respond to a call of 
an Officer Involved Shooting (OIS) at 2000 S. Melrose Drive, Vista to assist homicide detectives in their investigation, CAD 
#E1415275. 
 
INVESTIGATION: 
 
I was at home when Sergeant Ness called me and asked me to respond to Vista along with three other area detectives to 
assist homicide detectives on an OIS at 2000 S. Melrose Drive.  I was informed the person I put on a recent special bulletin 
BOL was fatally shot.  That person was later identified as Michael "Bullet" Napier .  
 
I responded to 1498 Oakcreek Lane, Vista where the homicide detectives set up their command post.  This location is also at 
the rear gate of the large apartment complex at 2000 S. Melrose Drive, Vista.  When I arrived, Deputy C. Campbell #7911 had 
already started his homicide briefing for the entire team of investigators and command staff that was present.  The sergeant 
and primary investigator from homicide were Sergeant P. Meza #1851 and Detective J. Lopez #1228. 
 
When Detective Lopez went around the audience for any additional input I informed everyone about my special bulletin BOL 
for Michael Napier and the fact we had two burglaries and suspicious activity on Oakcreek Lane in recent days.  I informed 
Detective Lopez there may be stolen property inside of garage number   I provided Detective Lopez with a copy of my BOL 
and the two related case numbers 14104530 and 14105035. 
 
Detective Lopez assigned me to homicide Detective P. Carrillo #1881.  Detective Carrillo told me I would assist him at the 
Vista Patrol Station by sitting in on his interviews of Deputies B. Ortiz #5549, J. Moyette #7136 and M. Astorga #7454.  
Detective Carrillo asked me to take notes and ask any follow-up questions when he finished his interview.  Detective Carrillo 
said he would transcribe the recorded interview and it would not be necessary for me to document the statements in my 
deputy's report.  
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Detective Carrillo and I walked around the apartment driveway near garage number .  The garage was the third garage to 
the north from the rear gate that led to Oakcreek Lane.  The building comprised of four separate single car sized detached 
garages.   
 
I observed a body covered by a blue tarp located just outside the garage.  A light was on inside the garage.  I observed a 
mountain bike taken apart and I observed many boxes and tools inside the garage.  I observed a knife stabbed into the stucco 
of the garage wall.  There was blood on the ground inside the garage. 
 
Detective Carrillo and I drove to the Vista Patrol Station and conducted the three interviews in a small private interview room 
by the front of the station.  Detective Carrillo and I recorded the interviews on both of our digital voice recorders. 
 
On 1-31-14, at about 2239 hours, we interviewed Deputy Ortiz.  He had already changed into his street clothes.  Detective 
Carrillo used a 34 question, three page guideline to assist in the interview of Deputy Ortiz.  I drew a diagram of the garage and 
had Deputy Ortiz write down the location of each deputy at the time of the incident.  I later gave the diagram to Detective 
Carrillo.  The interview ended at about 2328 hours.  See Detective Carrillo's deputy's report and the recorded interview for the 
details of the interview.   
 
On 1-31-14, at about 2356 hours, we interviewed Deputy Moyette.  He was still dressed in the same uniform and vest he wore 
during the incident.  Detective Carrillo used the same 34 question, three page guideline to assist in the interview of Deputy 
Moyette.  I drew a diagram of the garage and had Deputy Moyette write down the location of each deputy at the time of the 
incident.  I later gave the diagram to Detective Carrillo.  The interview ended at about 0038 hours.  See Detective Carrillo's 
deputy's report and the recorded interview for the details of the interview. 
 
On 2-1-14, at about 0046 hours, we interviewed Deputy Astorga.  He was dressed in the street clothes he wore during the 
incident.  Detective Carrillo used the same 34 question, three page guideline to assist in the interview of Deputy Moyette.  I 
drew a diagram of the garage and had Deputy Astorga write down the location of each deputy at the time of the incident.  I 
later gave the diagram to Detective Carrillo.  The interview ended at about 0146 hours.  See Detective Carrillo's deputy's 
report and the recorded interview for the details of the interview.  I asked Deputy Astorga if he remembered seeing power 
tools and camping equipment inside the garage at number   He said, "Yes." 
 
Detective Carrillo and I met with the field evidence technician who seized Deputy Ortiz's duty pants that had blood on the right 
pant leg.   
 
Detective Carrillo and I returned to garage number .  The scene had been processed at this point.   
 
I asked Detective Lopez if I could assist on the fourth waiver search of the garage and invite my victim's to the scene to assist 
me in identification of their stolen property.  I was given permission to do so.   
 
I found a black Husky tool box on the floor opened up.  I saw a clean glass smoking pipe commonly used for smoking 
methamphetamines inside the tool box.  I observed a mini zip-loc baggy with a white residue inside of it.  I found an orange 
tent and a black air mattress.  I found a BMW key FOB on the floor next to the tool box.  There were three power tools out in 
plain view, but I was not sure if they belonged to  There was also random clothing and camping supplies lying around 
which may or may not belong to  At the back of the garage I found a dark blue suitcase with wheels on it.  It was 
exactly as described by a neighbor witness that observed a suspicious person leaving from the house that was burglarized on 
1-25-14. 
 
At about 0230 hours, I walked to  house and asked him if he would assist me in identifying his stolen property.  We 
walked to the garage.  I had him stay outside the garage while I brought some items out to show him.  I showed him the BMW 
key and he confirmed it was his.  He said he already deactivated it, but he could still reactivate.  I showed the power 
tools and he confirmed they were not his.  I used my digital camera to take a photograph of the BMW key FOB.  I released the 
key to  I provided him with my business card. 
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At about 0300 hours, I called  on the phone.  I asked  if he would meet me at the rear of the apartment complex to 
identify his stolen property.  I did a walk-through of the garage with  positively identified the following items as 
stolen from his truck: 
 
1.  Black Husky tool box with tools 
2.  Big Agnes orange tent 
3.  Miscellaneous camping gear 
4.  Black rain pants 
5.  Black thermal underwear 
6.  Black air mattress 
7.  Two small gray bags 
 
I photographed each item where they were found before moving them.  I removed the glass pipe and bag with white residue 
from the tool box. removed money and various tools that did not belong to him from the tool box before taking custody 
of it.  I provided  with a brown paper bag to carry most of his stolen property.  I provided  with my business card 
and released the property to him. 
 
I attended the homicide debrief.  At the debrief, Sergeant Meza asked me to attend their meeting with the district attorney's 
office on 2-5-14 to go over the witness statements.  The debrief ended at 0341 hours.  I immediately returned to the Vista 
Patrol Station.  I attached all my digital voice recordings and photographs to the case report. 
 
RELATED REPORTS: 
Residential burglary, case number 14104530 
Vehicle burglary, case number 14105035 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

OIS - Officer Involved Shooting 
Related Cases: 

 
Location, City, State, ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S. Melrose Dr Garage ista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:18:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 
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CONTACT INFORMATION 

                                                                                                                                                   IDENTIFICATION: 

 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

 
ORIGIN: 
 
On 01-31-2014, at 1947 hours, I received a phone call from Sgt. Ness #1928 advising me to assist Homicide Detectives with 
an Officer Involved Shooting (OIS) at 2000 S. Melrose Drive in Vista.  The Command Post (CP) was at the dead end of 
Oakcreek Lane in Vista.  The Event number was 1415275. 
 
INVESTIGATION: 
 
I arrived at the CP at 2100 hours and I attended the Homicide Briefing, which was already in progress.   The briefing 
concluded at 2138 hours.  Homicide Det. Juan Lopez #1228 directed Det. Pammela Wotkyns #4597 and I to canvass the 
apartment building located directly to the west of garage for witnesses.   
 
I used my Sheriff's Department issued Olympus DS-2 Digital Voice Recorder to record each of the witnesses' statements.  I 
paraphrased some of the written accounts of the interviews. I attached the entire interview recordings to this netRMS report.  I 
later transferred the recordings to a CD and I gave the CD to Det. Julian #5362 to give to Det. Lopez. 
 
STATEMENTS:   
 
Det. Wotkyns and I went to apartment at 2156 hours.  The apartment is located directly west of the garage  it is on 
the southeast side of the building, the front door faces south, and the apartment is on the first floor.  We contacted 

stated they were not at home during the incident and deputies just 
recently let them into the apartment complex.   
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Det. Wotkyns and I went to apartment at 2205 hours.  It is located directly above apartment   The front door faces 
south and the balcony faces east directly toward garage .  We contacted his wife , and 
their two daughters  and  stated his wife does not speak English but they were 
together in the living room during the incident.  The living room has a balcony, which faces toward garage   I interviewed 

 in the living room with his wife.  The daughters remained in their bedroom with doors closed. 
 
Statement of (witness): 

 essentially stated he and his wife were sitting in the living room watching TV and their two daughters were in their 
bedroom watching TV.  said the balcony blinds and sliding glass door was open.  did not see anything but 
he heard about seven gunshots.  stated, "I counted seven, um seven gunshots.  My daughter said she counted six.  
I counted seven."  said he immediately approached the balcony.   
 

 said he saw an "undercover officer by the white van" and two other officers "holding the guy down" and telling him 
"not to move." said he turned the TV and the lights off so that he could "listen to exactly what was going on."  

 said he could immediately hear the officer by the white van asking for "back-up."   heard "911 responding 
back" and that is how he knew they were police officers.  said once he identified they were police officers, he 
immediately saw other officers approaching on foot from the street side (S. Melrose Drive). saw a motorcycle police 
officer arrive.   said other officers arrived "pretty quickly" and they were wearing uniforms. 
 

 said he did not hear anything before the shooting because they were watching TV.   said once he heard 
the gunshots he "turned everything off" that way he could keep his family safe.  said the sliding balcony door was 
open but the screen door was shut. said he keeps all the blinds open during the day and he does not close them 
until they go to sleep.  said he closed them because of what was going on.  said his daughters had the 
window and blinds open and they could see a little more.  said his daughters were lying down and they could see 
out the window.  said his daughter saw when the suspect was shot and she saw the suspect fall. 
 

 said the gunshots were, "One after the other one.  Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom."   said, "I counted 
seven."  said, "To me, it was just one pistol that went off.  It wasn't uh, two guns going off.  To me it was just one; it 
was one after the other.  Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom." said you could probably hear two different guns going 
off.   
 

 said he heard the shots, he went to the balcony, and he saw two officers had the "guy" down.  The officers were 
"making commands:  Don't move!  Don't move!   said the suspect was lying on his back and the officers were doing 
CPR.  said he saw two officers and one officer by the white van.  said the officer by the white van asking 
for backup was wearing a black polo shirt and blue Levis pants. said the officer was wearing a vest.   said 
he identified them as police officers because he could hear their radio saying, "Back-up is on the way."   
 

 said he does not know who owns the garages next to  and he does not own a garage because it cost $100.00 
extra a month.  stated he knows that a person living on the second floor of the apartment across the way owns .  

 said the person owns a black Mazda convertible (  went to the front door and showed Det. Wotkyns the 
location of the Mazda).  said he saw the suspect get something out of the trunk of the Mazda and cover it with 
something to hide it.  The suspect then went to the garage with it.  said he saw the suspect at 3PM and around 
4:30PM this afternoon.  
 

 said he never saw the suspect drive the Mazda or open the Mazda.   said today was the first time he saw 
the suspect open the Mazda.  said the suspect went straight to the garage with the item.   stated he was 
driving by in his car when he saw this. 
 

 stated said the suspect was "very quiet" all the time.  said there was "a lot of traffic in and out here" and 
he already advised management.  said there were "a lot of drugs" and some people would sleep in garage .  

 said he would see the suspect every day.  said he would see the suspect with one girl and two other 
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men.  They would jump the gate coming through the back and then go into the garage. said they would stay in the 
garage with the light on and make a lot of noise. 
 

 stated he did not see the suspect in the garage with anybody today and the suspect was not making a lot of noise 
with tools or music. does not know if the suspect sleeps in there.   said the garage door would be open 
about two feet but most of the times it was closed.   said the garage was open about 1 ½ feet today.   said 
he would never try to talk to the suspect and the suspect would not say anything to him.   said about the suspect, 
"He was not a good person."   said the suspect and his friends would mind their own business.   said the 
suspect had been hanging out in the garage for about two months. 
 

 stated he contacted management about a month ago because he was "concerned" with his vehicle. 
thought his vehicle would be damaged because of the traffic that was going in and out.  said he could tell the people 
were using drugs.  said he has not seen the suspect before until about two months ago and he has lived in his 
apartment for about a year. 
 

 said the suspect and his friends were respectful and would not be violent toward anybody.   said he was 
concerned for his vehicle because he could tell the suspect and his friends were "bad people" because they were "druggies" 
and they would break into vehicles to "steal the stereos or maybe steal the cars."   said they were respectful in that 
they "would not be violent to anybody else," say a "bad word," or give them a "dirty look."   said he knows they do 
not work and they have to steal to buy their drugs. 
 
We ended the interview with and we did not interview his wife,  because she spoke only Spanish.  We did not 
speak Spanish.  We obtained personal information for possible later contact by a Spanish-speaking deputy. 
 
We then went to the daughters' bedroom.  Their bedroom is north of the living room and the bedroom window faces directly 
toward garage   I looked through the window and I could see a clear view of the front of the garage if I bent down and 
looked under the carport.   
 
We first spoke with  and interviewed her.  The other daughter, , was sound 
asleep in the bed.    
 
Statement of (witness): 

 essentially stated that her blinds and window were open.  stated she heard gunshots and she went to the floor to 
look out the window.   said she told her sister it was gunshots and her sister told her it was people downstairs banging on 
the wall.   told her sister, "No look," and then her sister came down to the floor to look out the window.  said, "You 
could see like the guy like fell back."   said she could see bloodstains.   said they were giving the suspect CPR.   
 

 stated when she first saw the suspect he was already falling.  said she heard "like six gunshots in a row.  Boom, 
boom, boom, boom, boom."  said she did not hear anybody say anything before the gunshots and then it got "really 
quiet."  said she had her TV on "really loud."  said she turned down the TV after the gunshots. 
 

 stated she saw four officers and she saw two of them drag the suspect out of the garage.  said the suspect was on 
his stomach and "they turned him around."  said the officers gave the suspect CPR.  said the officers were doing 
CPR for 15 minutes. said one officer dragged the suspect out of the garage by his feet and both of the officers did CPR. 
 

 said it was dark and she could not tell how many officers had their guns out.   said the officers were talking on their 
radio and trying to keep people away from them. said she saw "a lot" of deputies and they got there "really fast."   
said the paramedics did not do anything and they thought he was already dead.  said the officers were doing CPR "a 
long, long time."  said the officers took the suspect's clothing off.   said she watched the "whole thing." 
 

 said she saw that the garage was open all the way up.  said the garage is always open a "little bit." said she 
could only see feet when the garage is open.  said there is a "thin" woman sometimes in the garage. 
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We ended our interview with and we then interviewed her sister and took her statement. 
 
Statement of  (witness): 

essentially stated she heard "six booms" and she thought it was somebody banging on the garage. said she 
saw some light and she thought it was somebody with a flashlight.   said her sister told her the man fell. said, 
"What man?" stated she looked down through the window and saw a man on the ground and "there was blood and 
stuff." saw the police pull the man by his feet outside to the garage.   said she did not hear anybody say 
anything before or after the gunshots because she and her sister were watching the "Dead Silence."   
 

said there was a point where all the police came at one time and it was fast.   said months before this 
happened, she, her sister, and her dad saw some men trying to break into the garage . dad called the apartment 
manager and the manger contacted the men.  One of the men told the manager that the garage belonged to his father and he 
was just trying to get inside.  The manager told the men to stop because they could damage the garage door. 
 
We ended our interview of the  household.   We went to check the Mazda parked in the parking lot.  The Mazda was a 
black Miata with California license plate and it was parked in the visitor parking space.  The driver's door was not 
closed completely.  Det. Barrios #4097 and Det. Cook #0602 were outside with us and Det. Barrios had Sheriff's Dispatch run 
a records check on the license plate.  Dispatch advised us that the Mazda came back registered to , the 
suspect's father.   
 
Det. Wotkyns and I then went to apartment at 2253 hours and contacted   Apartment is 
located on the first floor and on the southeast corner of the apartment building.  The front door faces south and the patio faces 
toward garage    
 
We interviewed  and took his statement. 
 
Statement of  (witness): 

said he and his girlfriend, were home at the time of the shooting.   said he and 
 were in the living room sitting on the couch. said he heard "six possibly seven shots very quickly in a 

row." said he heard a man yelling.  said he could not make out what the man said.   stated it 
was a "grumbling man's voice."   said it was "yelling" just after the shots were fired. said he could not tell 
if it was one or two men yelling. 
 

said he and his girlfriend got down on the ground. stated he went to the curtains, which were closed, and 
he peeked outside. said he was startled when he saw the white van with the door open parked next to his Toyota 
truck. stated his girlfriend went down the hall and phoned 911. said he went to the front door, peeked 
outside to see if it was happening outside by his front door, and found out that it was not.   said his girlfriend yelled 
at him to stay inside and close the door. said he shut the door, peeked past the curtains again, and saw the same 
thing; the truck with the door open parked next to his truck. 
 

said he did not see anything else and he did not see anybody lying on the ground.   said he has seen the 
suspect several times before.   said he does not live at the apartment but he is there every Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday.   
 

said the suspect was a "creepy guy."   said the suspect has walked by his girlfriend's window several 
times and looked in.   stated he told his girlfriend to keep the drapes closed. said there was one time 
when he saw the suspect duck into the garage with a friend as he pulled up to his apartment.  They closed the garage 
partially. said the suspect's friend was a Hispanic male, with "darker hair," and about six feet tall. 
 

said he has not seen the suspect drive any vehicles or have access to any vehicles. said he never saw 
the suspect go to any of the apartments. stated he usually sees the suspect at or by the garage.  said 
his girlfriend's son does not like her walking to the car alone and he has been coming to the apartment for the last two weeks 
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to get her.  The girlfriend's son also found a crack pipe about two or three weeks ago.   stated they call the suspect, 
"the tweeker in the garage."   said his girlfriend has called the office twice to report the activity in the garage. 
 

said his windows were closed and he did not hear anything but the gunshots.  said he did not know 
deputies were outside so that is why they called the police.  said he first knew that deputies were outside when they 
came "racing up very quickly." said he and his girlfriend were watching "Castle" on TV when the shooting 
happened. 
 
We ended our interview with  and we had him get his girlfriend, was 
asleep.  While we were waiting to interview I heard a male yell out something indiscernible to me.  A few 
minutes later I saw a male subject, later identified to me as the suspect's father  come running down the 
sidewalk toward deputies that were on the perimeter.   tried to break through the crime scene barrier tape and 
Det. Cook, Det. Barrios, and other deputies had to restrain him.  
 
We interviewed and took her statement. 
 
Statement of  (witness): 

 essentially stated did not see anything but she heard gunshots.   said that after the gunshots she 
immediately heard yelling.  did not hear what was being yelled.   said she heard "five or more" 
gunshots.  said she phoned 911 and told them she just heard gunshots and heard a man yelling outside.  

 said she never looked outside her window and went outside to see what was happening.   said she 
was too busy on the phone with 911 and going to the bathroom.  said she could not make out what was being 
yelled and she could not tell if there were multiple voices yelling. 
 

 said she has lived at the complex three years and the only thing she knows about the suspect is that he hangs 
out in the garage.  stated about two or three weeks ago, the suspect started looking into her bedroom window 
when the blinds were open.  believes the suspect has been around the complex for the last three months and 
she has never seen him in a vehicle.  said she has seen the suspect cutting through the grass and past her 
apartment.  stated she and  were watching TV before the shooting.  
 
We ended our interview with and went directly next door to apartment at 2313 hours.  The front door of the 
apartment faces south.  There is no line of sight to garage .  We contacted .  We interviewed him and 
took his statement. 
 
Statement of (witness): 

essentially stated he was home during the incident but his roommate, , was not.  said 
he heard five gunshots but he was not sure where it was coming from.  thought he heard a high pitch female noise 
or a female panicking.   said that within five minutes he heard sirens.  said he went outside and saw 
other neighbors outside looking around.  said that he saw the police and the paramedic vehicle but he never went 
around the corner to see the crime scene.  stated he has lived in the apartment complex for only six months. 
 
Det. Wotkyns and I ended our interview with  and we went to the next apartment building over to the south.  We 
went to apartment  at 2327 hours.  Apartment is slightly below ground level, the front door faces north, and there is 
no direct line of sight to garage  due to being below ground level.  We contacted and he immediately told us 
that he was trying to get some sleep.  stated he lives at the location with his .  We 
interviewed and took his statement.  
 
Statement of (witness): 

 stated he and his sister were watching TV at around 6PM or 6:15PM.  said he could hear a police car go 
"Whoop!  Whoop!" as if they were trying to pull somebody over.  said he never looked outside.  said he heard 
one "bang." said they were just watching TV and trying to get some sleep. 
 
We ended our interview with and checked the two apartments located directly above apartment .   
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We went upstairs to apartment at 2330 hours and nobody answered the door.  The front door of faces north and 
does not have a clear line of sight to garage due to large trees located in the front.   
 
We went upstairs to apartment at 2331 hours and nobody answered the door.  The front door faces north and does not 
have a clear line of sight to garage also due to the large trees located in the front. 
 
We went back to the previous apartment building to contact the apartments located on the northeast side of the building.  We 
went to apartment  at 2334 hours and nobody answered the door.  The apartment is located on the first floor, the front 
door faces north, and the patio faces east toward garage    
 
We went to apartment t 2334 hours and nobody answered the door.  Apartment  is located directly across and to 
the north of apartment  The front door faces south and the balcony faces east toward garage    
 
We went upstairs to apartment at 2335 hours and nobody answered the door.  Apartment is located directly above 
apartment .  The front door faces north and the balcony faces east toward garage .   
 
We went to apartment  at 2336 hours and nobody answered the door.  Apartment  is located directly above 
apartment .  The front door faces south and the balcony faces east toward garage . 
 
We went downstairs and shined our lights into the apartments we just contacted.  We saw that apartments  
appeared to be vacant since they were not furnished. 
 
We advised Det. Lopez which apartments were vacant and which apartments had nobody answer the door.  At about 0030 
hours, Det. Lopez advised us that we could clear the so Det. Wotkyns and I left. 
 
EVIDENCE:   
 
One CD containing recordings of the interviews given to Det. Lopez via Det. Julian. 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

OIS - Officer Involved Shooting 
Related Cases: 

 
Location  City  State  ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S. Melrose Dr., Garage Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:18:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 
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CONTACT INFORMATION 

                                                                                                                                                   IDENTIFICATION: 

Attire: Injury: Extent Of Treatment: Violent Crime Circumstances: 

    
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

ORIGIN: 
 
On 01/31/14, at about 1950 hours, I received a telephone call from Sgt. T. Ness #1928 (Vista Area Investigations Division) 
advising me to assist Sheriff's Homicide Division investigators with an officer involved shooting (OIS), where the suspect was 
deceased at the scene.  The incident had occurred within the Shadowridge Park Apartment complex located at 2000 S. 
Melrose Drive, Garage ,Vista.  He also advised me that the Sheriff's Command Post (CP) was located at the cul-de-sac of 
Oakcreek Lane, Vista, (#E1415275).  This location was in a residential neighborhood just southeast of the scene.  A short 
time later, I received a telephone call from Detective A. Julian #5362 (Vista Area Investigations Division) requesting that I 
obtain a copy of a theft related crime bulletin (BOL) that he had recently distributed, which involved the deceased suspect in 
this case.  The decedent, Michael Napier , was the suspect in the bulletin reference residential burglary case 
#14104530.   I subsequently went to the Vista Station and retrieved a copy of the related bulletin prior to my arrival at the 
scene. 
 
INVESTIGATION:(Actions/Observations): 
 
On 01/31/14, at about 2035 hours, I arrived at the command post and contacted Detective W. Anderson #1424 (Homicide 
Division) and Detective J. Lopez #1228 (Homicide Division), who were assigned as the primary investigators in this case.  At 
the request of Detective Julian, I spoke with them prior to the homicide briefing and provided a copy of the aforementioned 
bulletin to Detective Anderson.  At about 2057 hours, the homicide briefing commenced with Deputy C. Campbell #7911 
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(Vista Patrol Station) providing the briefing to all law enforcement personnel in attendance at the time.  The briefing concluded 
at about 2138 hours.  After the briefing, Detective Lopez directed Detective Noble #2377 (Vista area Investigations Division) 
and I to canvass the apartments located within the buildings to the immediate west of garage .  This was in an effort to 
locate any additional witnesses that had not been previously contacted.  As we approached the scene, I noticed that the 
deceased suspect was lying in the driveway in front of garage   He was on his back in a somewhat supine position and 
appeared to be about 3-4 feet in front of the open garage.  The decedent's body was lying in an east-west direction with his 
head positioned toward the east.  The following apartments were closest to this area of the driveway and were within about 
25-35 yards of the scene    
 
Detective Noble and I began our witness canvass at apartments   These units have shared walls 
and are located within the same northeast building section of the apartment complex.  The front doors to these apartments 
face toward the south.  The bedroom windows and balcony or patio areas of apartments  (second floor) and (first 
floor) are just west of garage    
 
At about 2156 hours, Detective Noble and I went to apartment   This apartment is on the second floor and positioned 
directly above apartment   It is located just west of apartment .  We contacted the residents,  and 

 who are a married couple and identified themselves by name, date of birth, and corresponding California 
identification.  The  indicated that they were not in the apartment complex at the time of the incident.  They had only 
recently been allowed to enter the complex and return to their apartment.  As a result, they were unable to provide any 
information to assist in the investigation of this case.   
 
At about 2205 hours, Detective Noble and I went to apartment .  This apartment is on the second floor and positioned 
directly above apartment   It is located just east of apartment   The view of the four adjacent garages  

, and the driveway below is somewhat obstructed by a carport structure, which is erected immediately west of the 
scene and spans the entire length of this northeast section of apartments.  We contacted the residents, and 

, who were in the living room area of their home watching television.  primarily speaks the Spanish language 
and indicated that she was in the living room with her husband during the entire incident.  We also spoke with their two 

daughters,  and  who were in their bedroom watching television at the time.  The 
family identified themselves by name, date of birth, and/or corresponding California identification.  We obtained their 
statements.  See the  statements below.    
 
During the interview,  indicated that about two hours prior to the shooting he saw the suspect retrieve an unknown 
item from inside the trunk area of small black car, which was parked in the parking lot in front of the building.  He had 
never observed the suspect around that vehicle before today.  His attention was drawn to the suspect's actions because he 
appeared to be concealing an unknown item.  described the item as being medium sized, wrapped in a cloth 
material or some article of clothing, and large enough to be carried under his arm.  We later went to the location where the 
vehicle was parked.  The driver's side door to the vehicle appeared to be ajar and the interior center console was open.  A 
records check was made via Sheriff's Communications in an effort to confirm the vehicle information.  The inquiry information 
was attached to the event and I later attached this information to the report.  The vehicle was identified as a black 1994 
Mazda Miata convertible two door sport coupe, with California license plate number   The automobile is registered to 
the suspect's father,  with a registered address of   I subsequently 
advised Detective Lopez and Detective Anderson of the suspect's relationship to the vehicle and its present location and 
condition.  The evidence technicians then photographed the vehicle as evidence in this case. 
 
At about 2253 hours, Detective Noble and I went to apartment .  This apartment is on the first floor and positioned 
directly below apartment   It is located just east of apartment .  We contacted the occupants,  and 

.  We determined that  was not a resident of the complex.  However, he was at the apartment 
frequently to visit his girlfriend,   We obtained their statements.  See  and statements 
below. 
 
During the interview, I heard a verbal disturbance coming from the opposite side or southwest side of the complex near 
apartmen  or .  These apartments were outside of the secured inner perimeter area of the scene.  Deputy Downes 
#3936 (Vista Patrol Station), Detective Barrios #4097 (Vista Area Investigations Division), and Detective Cook #0602 (Vista 
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Area Investigations Division) were in the immediate area when the disturbance occurred.  I initially heard a male adult yelling, 
"Fuck you!" "Fuck you!"  "I just saw him on the television!"  The male approached the aforementioned personnel and 
attempted to enter the designated crime scene by attempting to cross the barrier tape.  The male was detained and identified 
as the suspect's father, .  He subsequently calmed down and was allowed to return to his apartment with a 
family friend a short time later.  See Detective Cook's, Detective Barrios' and Deputy Downes' related reports. 
 
At about 2313 hours, Detective Noble and I went to apartment   This apartment is on the first floor and positioned 
directly below apartment   It is located just west of apartment .  Apartments and  do not have a vantage 
point of the driveway or involved garage area from their apartments.  We contacted the resident, , who 
informed us that he shares the apartment with a roommate, .  However, his roommate was not at home and 
he was there alone at the time of the incident.  We obtained his statement.  See  statement below. 
 
Detective Noble and I then proceeded to apartments  and .  These units have shared walls and are in a tri-
level configuration within the same southeast building section of the apartment complex.  The front doors to these apartments 
face toward the north.  The upper level units have a partial view of the driveway area and garage .  
 
At about 2327 hours, Detective Noble and I went to apartment .  This apartment is located slightly below ground level 
and does not have a direct line of sight to the scene.  This apartment is positioned directly below apartment .  We 
contacted the resident,  who is the care provider for the other occupant/his disabled sister, .  
We were able to obtain his brief statement.  See  statement below.  
 
At about 2330 hours, Detective Noble and I went to apartment .  This unit is positioned directly above apartment   
We knocked on the front door in an effort to contact the resident.  However, we did not receive a response.  I noticed that the 
interior of the apartment was dark, the blinds were closed, and there was no movement inside at the time.      
 
At about 2332 hours, Detective Noble and I went to apartment .  This unit is positioned directly above apartment .  
We knocked on the front door in an effort to contact the resident.  However, we did not receive a response.  I noticed that the 
interior of the apartment was dark, the blinds were closed, and there was no movement inside at the time.  
 
Detective Noble and I concluded our witness canvass duties at apartments  and .  These units have 
shared walls and are located within the same northeast building section of the apartment complex.  The front entrances to 
these apartments face toward the east.  The windows, balcony or patio areas of all four units face toward the east and are just 
west of garage .  The view of the four adjacent garages  and the driveway below is somewhat 
obstructed by a carport structure, which is erected immediately to the east of these units and west of the scene.  The structure 
spans the entire length of this northeast section of apartments.  
 
At about 2334 hours, Detective Noble and I went to apartment .  This apartment is on the first floor and positioned 
directly below apartment   It is located just south of apartment .  We knocked on the front door in an effort to contact 
the resident.  However, we did not receive a response.  I noticed that the interior of the apartment was dark, the blinds were 
closed, and there was no movement inside at the time. 
 
At about 2336 hours, Detective Noble and I went to apartment .  This apartment is on the first floor and positioned 
directly below apartment   It is located just north of apartment   We knocked on the front door in an effort to contact 
the resident.  However, we did not receive a response.  I noticed that the interior of the apartment was dark, the blinds to the 
bedroom and living room area were open, and there was no movement inside at the time.  I subsequently illuminated the 
interior of the residence with my flashlight and determined that the unit was unfurnished and appeared to be vacant. 
 
At about 2338 hours, Detective Noble and I went to apartment   This apartment is on the second floor and positioned 
directly above apartment   It is located just south of apartment .  We knocked on the front door in an effort to 
contact the resident.  However, we did not receive a response.  I noticed that the interior of the apartment was dark, the blinds 
were closed, and there was no movement inside at the time. 
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At about 2340 hours, Detective Noble and I went to apartment .  This apartment is on the second floor and positioned 
directly above apartment   It is located just north of apartment .  We knocked on the front door in an effort to contact 
the resident.  However, we did not receive a response at the time.  I noticed that the interior of the apartment was dark, the 
blinds were closed, and there was no movement inside at the time.    
 
STATEMENTS: 
Statement of (Witness): 
 
On 01/31/14, at about 1815 hours,  and his wife, were sitting in the living room area of their apartment.  They 
were watching television while their two  daughters were watching a movie in their bedroom.  The blinds to the sliding 
glass door/ balcony area were in an open position.  The sliding glass door was also open but the screen door was closed.  
The blinds are usually kept open most of the day and not closed until his family goes to bed.  His family has lived at this 
address for about a year. suddenly heard "seven gunshots."  He thought the shots sounded like they were coming 
from one weapon being fired in rapid succession.  "Boom!"  "Boom!"  "Boom!"  "Boom!"  "Boom!"  "Boom!"  "Boom!"  His 
daughter,  thought she counted "six shots."  They turned off the television and the lights after they heard the gunfire, so 
they could listen to what was happening.  After the shooting,  told him that she saw the suspect fall to the ground.      
 
Prior to the gunshots, he was not paying attention to any noise outside and does not recall hearing any voices.  After hearing 
the gunshots,  he looked out the window and saw an "undercover officer standing by a white van."  He looked around and saw 
"two other undercover officers holding the guy down and telling him not to move."  "Don't move!"  "Don't move!"  He saw the 
suspect lying on his back and the deputies giving him CPR.  He could "hear the officer by the white van calling for back-up."  
The deputy was wearing what appeared to be a black polo shirt and blue jeans.  He also appeared to be wearing a vest over 
his clothing.   could hear the dispatcher's "voice on the radio in response to the officer's request."  The deputies were 
in plain clothes, but when he heard the radio traffic he knew they were law enforcement officers.  A short time later, a lot of 
other law enforcement personnel arrived on scene.  The other responding units were wearing uniforms and driving marked 
"police vehicles." 
 

 did not have any information as to which residents are assigned to garage .  However, he believes 
one of the tenants in an upstairs unit on the southwest side of the complex is assigned to garage   family is 
not assigned to a garage because it costs extra rent money.  He believes the "small black car currently parked in front of his 
building" is related to the same residence and garage   Today, at about 1630 hours, he saw the suspect go to this vehicle 
and open the trunk.  He then removed an unknown object from the trunk and wrap it in what appeared to be an article of 
clothing.  It was suspicious because it looked like he was trying to conceal the item.  He placed the object under his arm and 
walked back toward garage   In reference garage  "There was always a lot of traffic in an out of there."  However, he 
never saw the suspect drive the car (Mazda) or open that vehicle in the past.  He observed the suspect's actions in the 
parking lot today as he was pulling into his own parking space. believes there was a lot of drug activity taking place 
related to garage .  He also believes the suspect and other unknown individuals were living in the garage.  As a result, he 
recently complained to the management and advised them of the situation.  He believed the suspect and his friends were 
possibly involved in drug and theft related activity in and around the complex.  He was concerned for the safety of his family, 
vehicle, and other personal property. 
 

would see the suspect almost everyday.  He would usually see him with a "thin female and two other men."  He 
was unable to provide a better description because he tried to avoid them.  He observed them jumping over the fence and 
coming through the rear gate of the complex on numerous occasions.  That was their usual path between the garage and 
street area.  When they were in the garage the lights would be on and they would make a bunch of noise.  The noise would be 
related to the sounds of tools or music.  Today, the suspect appeared to be by himself and he was not really making any 
noise.  The garage door was partially open about two feet. kept his distance from the suspect and the suspect did 
not try and talk to him.  has seen the suspect on a regular basis for about the last two months.   
 
Statement of (Witness): 
 
On 01/31/14, between 1800-1825 hours, and her sister, were in their bedroom watching a movie.  The blinds to 
the bedroom window were open at the time. heard several gunshots and got on the floor.  She then crouched down and 
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moved over to the window to look outside.  The vantage point of her bedroom window allows her to view the driveway and the 
section of garage buildings below, which house garages   told her sister, "Those were 
gunshots."   replied, "No, it's just people downstairs banging on the wall or the garage."  told her sister to look out 
the window.   then got down on the floor with her and looked out the window.  explained, "You could see the guy 
like fall back."  "There were bloodstains on his clothing."   When  first saw the suspect, he was already in the process of 
falling to the ground.  She believes she heard about "six gunshots in a row."  "Boom!"  "Boom!"  "Boom!"  "Boom!"  "Boom!"  
"Boom!"  She did not hear anything before the gunshots.  However, the television was pretty loud before she heard the 
gunshots.  After the shooting, she turned the volume on the television down.  The area was then "really quiet."   
 

 initially saw four officers in the area.  It was dark outside so she could not tell who or how many deputies had their guns 
out.  She could hear some of them talking on their radios and trying to keep people away from the area.  After the shots were 
fired, a lot of deputies arrived at the scene.  "They got here really fast."  She then saw two of them drag the suspect out of the 
garage.  One officer was dragging him out of the garage by his feet.  The suspect was initially on his stomach.  They then 
turned him over onto his back.  Both deputies started to give him cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR).  They appeared to do 
CPR for about 15 minutes until the paramedics arrived on scene.  "It was a long time."  She thought she saw the deputies 
remove the suspect's clothing.  However, she did not see the paramedics do anything else because "he was already dead."  

 watched the "whole thing" from her bedroom window.  After the shooting, the garage was opened all the way.  It was 
usually only opened partially, where you could only see someone's feet moving around inside.  She has seen the suspect with 
a "thin white woman" in the past.  "They would just be in the garage sometimes."  does not recall seeing any of the 
suspect's friends today.    
 
Statement of :(Witness): 
 
On 01/031/14, between 1800-1825 hours, and her sister,  were in their bedroom watching a movie.   heard 
"six booms" and initially thought someone was banging on one of the garage doors.  She then looked out the bedroom 
window and saw what she believed to be a light coming from a flashlight.   said, "It looked like a man fell."   
replied, "What man?"  She then crouched down next to her sister and looked through the window.  She saw a man on the 
ground and noticed that there was "blood and stuff." saw the "police" pull the man by his feet outside of the garage.  
She did not hear any voices outside before or after the shooting because she was focused on watching the movie.  At one 
point, all of the police came at one time and things moved very fast.   
 
A few months prior to this incident, her family saw some men trying to "break into garage ."   father relayed the 
information to the apartment manager.  The manager later contacted the suspect and determined it was his father's garage.  
She scolded the suspect and told him to stop, because he was going to damage the locking mechanism.  She told him to not 
attempt to open the garage again without the proper key or electronic opener.  was unable to provide any additional 
information. 
 
Statement of (Witness): 
 
On 01/31/14, at about 1815 hours, was visiting his girlfriend,  at her residence.  They were 
sitting on the couch in the living room area watching television at the time.   believes he heard "six or possibly seven 
gunshots" in rapid succession.  He also heard a male's voice yelling.  However, he could not make out what was being 
conveyed.  He heard more yelling after the shots were fired.  He was unable to determine if it was more than one male's 
voice.  When they heard the gunfire, both he and his girlfriend took cover on the floor.  He then went to the drapes, which 
were closed, and "peeked outside."  He was concerned when he saw a white van with the door open parked next to his 
Toyota pick-up truck.  went down the hall and telephoned 911 to report the incident.  They did not know 
deputies were already on scene at that time.  A short time later, additional deputies and emergency personnel arrived on 
scene. went to the front door and briefly looked outside in an effort to see if the activity was happening outside their 
front door.  His girlfriend then yelled at him.  She told him to stay inside and close the door.  He did not see anything else at 
the time.   
 

has seen the suspect in the past.  He described the suspect as a "creepy guy."  has observed him 
walking past his girlfriend's windows and looking inside.  The suspect has done this on several occasions within the last few 
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weeks.  Due to the suspect's behavior, he told to keep the drapes closed. noticed that the suspect 
would "hang out" inside garage .  He noticed that most of the time the garage door would be partially open with the 
suspect inside.  He would either be by himself or with a friend.   recently saw him with unknown "Hispanic male 
adult, about six feet tall, with darker hair."  He never saw the suspect drive any vehicles, access any vehicles, or go to any of 
the apartments.  He believes some "crack pipes" that were found near the same garage area about 2-3 weeks ago were 
related to the suspect's suspicious activities.  and his girlfriend would call him the "tweeker in the garage."  His 
girlfriend has called the manager's office in the past to report the unusual activity in the garage.            
 
Statement of (Witness): 
 
On 01/31/14, at about 1815 hours,  her boyfriend, , were inside her apartment watching 
television.  She did not see anything but thought she heard "gunshots."  After the gunfire, she immediately heard yelling 
outside.  She did not hear what specifically was being said or yelled at the time.  believed she heard "five or 
more gunshots."  She initially ducked down and took cover inside her residence.  She then called 911 and told the call taker 
she just "heard gunshots and a man yelling outside."  However, she never looked out her window to see what was happening 
at the time.  She later went outside to look around with her other neighbors.   
 

 has lived at this complex for about 3 years.  She has seen the suspect on other occasions walking around the 
complex and inside garage .  "He primarily hangs out in the garage ."  She noticed that the suspect started to cut across 
the grass and walk by her apartment very slowly when the blinds were open, including looking into her bedroom window.  She 
noticed this behavior within the last 2-3 weeks.  The suspect has been around more within the last 3 months.  She has never 
seen him as a driver or passenger of a vehicle or entering any parked vehicles.   
 
Statement of (Witness): 
 
On 01/31/14, between 1800-1820 hours,  heard "five gunshots."  However, he was not sure from which direction 
they were coming from.  He thought he heard a high pitch female voice or possibly his female neighbor in a panic.  
believes he heard the sound of sirens within about five minutes of the gunfire.  He then went outside and observed his next 
door neighbors looking around the area.  He saw law enforcement personnel, fire department personnel, and their associated 
vehicles in the area.  However, he never went around the corner to view the crime scene.  He was unable to provide any 
additional information.        
 
Statement of (Witness): 
 
On 01/31/14, at about 1815 hours,  and his  were watching television in their rooms.  
His sister has very limited mobility due to her age and physical challenges and was apparently unaware of any disturbance.  

 heard some noises outside, but stayed inside his apartment because it did not involve them.  thought he heard a 
police siren or similar sound as if they were "trying to pull someone over."  He heard, "Whoop!" "Whoop!"  He then thought he 
heard one "Bang!" expressed that they were now just trying to get some sleep and were unable to provide any 
additional information.      
 
INVESTIGATION:(Continued): 
 
The witness interviews were captured on Detective Noble's department issued digital recording device and later downloaded 
onto a compact disc as evidence in this case.  See Detective Noble's related report.         
 
At about 2345 hours, Detective Noble and I met again with Detective Lopez.  After completing the witness canvass of the 
requested area, we provided Detective Lopez with an update and relayed any pertinent information pertaining to the 
canvassing assignment.  At about 0030 hours, we were released from the scene.  This concluded my involvement in this 
case. 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

 
Related Cases: 

 
Location  City  State  ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S Melrose Dr,Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:24:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

Origin: 
 
On 01-31-14, at about 1824 hours, I responded to 2000 South Melrose Drive to assist deputies in a code three cover/ shots 
fired call.  CAD#: E1415296 
 
Deputy's Observations and Actions: 
 
I arrived on scene and Deputy Astorga (7454) advised me that he wanted me to block a road on the north side of the 
apartment complex.  That was later determined to be the Northwest perimeter position.  I parked my vehicle in the middle of 
the road blocking the street.  
 
I walked out of my patrol car and walked to where Deputy Danza (5662) was standing.  I asked him if he was okay and we 
began to walk towards my patrol vehicle.  Once we were next to my vehicle Deputy Danza told me that he was okay.  I asked 
him if he had his gun with him.  Deputy Danza told me he did.  Deputy Danza then pulled his gun out of holster.  I asked him if 
he wanted me to secure the weapon for him.  He told me he did and he handed me his gun.  I grabbed his gun, opened the 
trunk to my patrol vehicle and secured the gun in my trunk inside my black patrol passenger seat bag. 
 
Deputy Danza then sat in my patrol vehicle passenger seat and told me that he wanted Deputy Astorga to take him back to 
the station.  I told Deputy Astorga that Deputy Danza wanted him to take him to the patrol station.  Deputy Astorga walked to 
my patrol car where I was standing next to.  I told and showed Deputy Astorga where I had placed Deputy Danza's gun.  
Deputies Danza and Astorga then drove back to the Vista Patrol Station in my patrol car. 
 
I stayed in the Northwest perimeter position. 
 
At approximately 2305 hours, I heard Deputy Downs (3936) ask for additional units to his perimeter position.  I walked over to 
his perimeter position and saw Deputy Neufeld (0033) and Detective Cook (0602) holding a white male that was later 
identified as   I walked over to see if they needed assistance.  Deputy Neufeld told me to 
place  in handcuffs and I did.   
 
Deputy Neufeld and I then walked  to where Deputy Neufeld's patrol car was located.  I stayed with  in front of a 
patrol vehicle while Detective Cook talked to  was later un handcuffed and released from the scene.  I then 
walked back to my perimeter position.  
 
On 02-01-14, at approximately 0350 hours, I left the crime scene and returned back to the Vista Patrol Station. 
 
This concluded my involvement during this incident. 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

 
Related Cases: 

 
Location  City  State  ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S Melrose Dr,Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:20:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

ORIGIN: 
 
On 01-31-2014, at about 1820 hours, I responded to Deputy's calling for "CODE COVER" and "SHOTS FIRED" at 2000 South 
Melrose Drive, city of Vista.  (CAD #E1415275) 
 
DEPUTY'S OBSERVATIONS AND ACTIONS: 
 
I responded to the scene with emergency lights and sirens.  I arrived at the scene at 2000 South Melrose Drive.  Deputy 
Astorga #7454 told me to block off the scene.  I used crime scene tape to block off the South end of the scene and the East 
end of the scene.  I checked with the resident at and the resident told me they were not injured.  I 
walked to the North end of the scene.  On my way I stepped on what I recognized as a shell casing which was lying about 10 
feet west from the suspect's body.  I placed a piece of paper from my deputy's notebook over the casing.  I pointed out the 
shell casing to Deputy Campbell #7911. I continued to the North perimeter where I stayed for the remainder of the shift.  This 
concluded my involvement at the scene. 
 
RELATED REPORTS: 
 
Case number 14105578 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

 
Related Cases: 

 
Location  City  State  ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S Melrose Dr,  Garage Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:18:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 
 

Name: 

Napier, Michael Paul 
Person Code: Interpreter Language: 

  
ALIAS / AKA / NICKNAME / MONIKER: 

Name Type: 

Moniker 
First: 

Bullet 
Middle: 

 
Last: 

 
Suffix: 

 
Home Address  City  State  ZIP   Res. Country: County Residence: Undocumented: 

US - UNITED STATES R Resident  
Race: Sex: Date of Birth / Age: Height: Weight: Hair Color: Eye Color: Facial Hair: Complexion: 

H M - 33 5' 6" 165 lbs BRO BRO 05 - Goatee and Mustache  
Employment Status: Occupation/Grade: Employer/School: Employer Address, City, State, ZIP: 

     
CONTACT INFORMATION 

Type: 

MP - Mobile Phone 
Number/Address: 

                                                                                                                                                   IDENTIFICATION: 

Type: 

SSN - SSN 
Number: State: 

 
Country: 

 
Type: 

BN - Booking Number 
Number: 

 
State: 

 
Country: 

 
Attire: Injury: Extent Of Treatment: Violent Crime Circumstances: 

 Yes 2 - Treated at Scene  
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

 
 
See Incident Report for details. 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Primary Charge: 981000 - ZZ - MISCELLANEOUS INCIDENTS 
Special Studies: OIS - Officer Involved Shooting Related Cases:  
Location  City  State  ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S Melrose Dr,  Vista, CA  92081 01/31/2014 18:18:00 (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318 DEPUTY  
Means:  Motives:  

 

 

VICTIM/S 
 

IBR/UCR OFFENSE/S 
 

Offense Description: Level: Against: Completed?  Counts Using: 

981000 - ZZ - MISCELLANEOUS INCIDENTS O  Yes  N - Not Applicable 
Location Type: Hate/Bias: Domestic Violence: 

181 - Parking Garage 88 - None (No Bias) No 
Criminal Activity: Type Security: Gang Related: Entry: Point of Entry: 

  Yes  02 - Front 
Weapons/Force: Tools:  Targets: 

    

ARRESTEE/S 
 
 

 

SUSPECT/S (Not Yet Arrested) 

Suspect #1
 

 

Name: County Residence: Interpreter Language: 

Napier, Michael Paul R - Resident EN - English 
 

ALIAS / AKA / NICKNAME / MONIKER: 

Name Type  First  Middle  Last  Suffix  

Moniker BULLET    
Home Address  City  State  ZIP  Res. Country: Place of Birth: Undocumented: 

US   
Race: Sex: Date of Birth / Age: Height: Weight: Hair Color: Eye Color: Facial Hair: Complexion: 

W M 
- 

33 
5' 7" 160 lbs BRO BRO 06 - Mustache Only LBR - Light Brown 

Hair Style: Hair Length: Build: Teeth: Suspected User: 

S - Straight X - Shaved M - Medium 1 - Normal  
Employment Status: Occupation/Grade: Employer/School: Employer Address  City  State  ZIP: 

U - Unemployed    
CONTACT INFORMATION  

Type: Number/Address: 

  
IDENTIFICATION: 

Type: Number: State: Country: 

DLN - Drivers License 
Number 

  

Type: State: Country: 

FBI - FBI No.   
SCARS, MARKS, TATTOOS, ODDITIES: 

Attire: Suspect Actions: 

 999 - Others Not Listed Above,  
 

WITNESSES 

Witness #3 

(b)(5)(B)

(b)(5)(A)

(b)(5)(A)
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Witness #4 

 

Witness #5 
Person Code:  

 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party  
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Witness Type 
Code  

 
 

01-Arresting Officer X 
 

06-Other Lay Witness  
 

07-Narc Chemist  
 

12-Other Expert  
 

13-Investigator  
 

14-Other 
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Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 

Witness #6 

IDENTIFICATION: 

Type: Number: State: Country: 

    
Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 

Witness #7 
Person Code:  

 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party  
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Witness Type 
 01-Arresting Officer X 06-Other Lay Witness  07-Narc Chemist  12-Other Expert  13-Investigator  14-Other 

Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 

Witness #8 
Person Code:  

 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party  
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Witness Type 
 

 

01-Arresting Officer X 
 

06-Other Lay Witness  
 

07-Narc Chemist  
 

12-Other Expert  
 

13-Investigator  
 

14-Other 

(b)(5)(B)
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Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 

Witness #9 
Person Code:  

 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party  
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Witness Type 
Code  

 
 

01-Arresting Officer X 
 

06-Other Lay Witness  
 

07-Narc Chemist  
 

12-Other Expert  
 

13-Investigator  
 

14-Other 

Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 

Witness #10 
Person Code:  

 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party  
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Witness Type 
 

 

01-Arresting Officer X 
 

06-Other Lay Witness  
 

07-Narc Chemist  
 

12-Other Expert  
 

13-Investigator  
 

14-Other 

Injury: Extent of Treatment: 
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Witness #11 
Person Code:  

 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party  
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Witness Type 
 

 

01-Arresting Officer X 
 

06-Other Lay Witness  
 

07-Narc Chemist  
 

12-Other Expert  
 

13-Investigator  
 

14-Other 

Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 

Witness #12 
Person Code:  

 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party  
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Witness Type 
 01-Arresting Officer X 06-Other Lay Witness  07-Narc Chemist  12-Other Expert  13-Investigator  14-Other 

Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 

Witness #13 
Person Code:  

 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party  
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Witness Type 
 

 

01-Arresting Officer X 
 

06-Other Lay Witness  
 

07-Narc Chemist  
 

12-Other Expert  
 

13-Investigator  
 

14-Other 

Employment Status: Occupation/Grade: Employer/School: Employer Address, City, State, ZIP: 
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Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 
 

 

OTHER ENTITIES 

Other Entity #1 
 

Person Code:  
 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party X 
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Name: Entity Type: Person Code: County Residence: 

Danza, Deputy OO - Other Officer L - Law Enforcement Officer  
 

ALIAS / AKA / NICKNAME / MONIKER: 

Name Type: First: Middle: Last: Suffix: 

     
Home Address, City, State, ZIP: Res. Country: Place of Birth: Undocumented: Interpreter Language 

    EN - English 
Race: Sex: Date of Birth / Age: Height: Weight: Hair Color: Eye Color: Facial Hair: Complexion: 

 M        
Employment Status: Occupation/Grade: Employer/School: Employer Address, City, State, ZIP: 

E - Employed Deputy Sheriff 
San Diego Sheriff's 
Department, Vista Patrol 
Station 

325 South Melrose Drive, 210, Vista, CA  92081 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Type: Number/Address: 

WP - Work Phone 
IDENTIFICATION: 

Type: Number: State: Country: 

SH - Sheriff ID 5662   
Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 

Other Entity #2 
 

Person Code:  
 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party X 
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Name: Entity Type: Person Code: County Residence: 

Boisseranc, Deputy OO - Other Officer L - Law Enforcement Officer  
 

ALIAS / AKA / NICKNAME / MONIKER: 

Name Type: First: Middle: Last: Suffix: 

     
Home Address, City, State, ZIP: Res. Country: Place of Birth: Undocumented: Interpreter Language 

    EN - English 
Race: Sex: Date of Birth / Age: Height: Weight: Hair Color: Eye Color: Facial Hair: Complexion: 

 M        
Employment Status: Occupation/Grade: Employer/School: Employer Address, City, State, ZIP: 

E - Employed Deputy Sheriff 
San Diego Sheriff's 
Department, Vista Patrol 
Station 

325 South Melrose Drive, 210, Vista, CA  92081 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Type: Number/Address: 

WP - Work Phone 
IDENTIFICATION: 

Type: Number: State: Country: 

SH - Sheriff ID 7371   
Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 

(b)(5)(B)
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Other Entity #3 
 

Person Code:  
 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party X 
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Name: Entity Type: Person Code: County Residence: 

Ortiz, Deputy OO - Other Officer L - Law Enforcement Officer  
 

ALIAS / AKA / NICKNAME / MONIKER: 

Name Type: First: Middle: Last: Suffix: 

     
Home Address, City, State, ZIP: Res. Country: Place of Birth: Undocumented: Interpreter Language 

     
Race: Sex: Date of Birth / Age: Height: Weight: Hair Color: Eye Color: Facial Hair: Complexion: 

 M        
Employment Status: Occupation/Grade: Employer/School: Employer Address, City, State, ZIP: 

E - Employed Deputy Sheriff 
San Diego Sheriff's 
Department, Vista Patrol 
Station 

325 South Melrose Drive, 210, Vista, CA  92081 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Type: Number/Address: 

WP - Work Phone  
IDENTIFICATION: 

Type: Number: State: Country: 

SH - Sheriff ID 5549 CA US 
Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 

Other Entity #4 
 

Person Code:  
 

Secured Premise  
 

Discovered Crime  
 

Reporting Party X 
 

Law Enforcement Officer 

Name: Entity Type: Person Code: County Residence: 

Moyette, Deputy OO - Other Officer L - Law Enforcement Officer  
 

ALIAS / AKA / NICKNAME / MONIKER: 

Name Type: First: Middle: Last: Suffix: 

     
Home Address, City, State, ZIP: Res. Country: Place of Birth: Undocumented: Interpreter Language 

     
Race: Sex: Date of Birth / Age: Height: Weight: Hair Color: Eye Color: Facial Hair: Complexion: 

 M        
Employment Status: Occupation/Grade: Employer/School: Employer Address, City, State, ZIP: 

E - Employed Deputy Sheriff 
San Diego Sheriff's 
Department, Vista Patrol 
Station 

325 South Melrose Drive, 210, Vista, CA  92081 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Type: Number/Address: 

WP - Work Phone 
IDENTIFICATION: 

Type: Number: State: Country: 

SH - Sheriff ID 7136 CA US 
Injury: Extent of Treatment: 

  
 

 

PROPERTY 
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

 

 
 
 
SYNOPSIS: 
 
On 01/31/2014, at approximately 1818 hours, Vista Patrol Deputies responded to 2000 South Melrose 
Drive,  in response to a code 3 cover (lights and sirens) request from Vista Gang 

(b)(5)(B)

(b)(5)(B)

(b)(5)(A)
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Enforcement Team (GET) Deputies.  GET Deputies reported that shots had been fired.  Patrol Deputies 
responded and assisted with emergency medical aid and securing the scene. 
 
ORIGIN: 
 
On 01/31/2014, at approximately 1818 hours, I responded to a request for code 3 cover (lights and 
sirens) to the apartment complex located at 2000 South Melrose Drive in the city of Vista (CAD# 
E1415275).  Vista Gang Enforcement Team (GET) Deputies had advised Dispatch that shots had been 
fired.  All available Vista Patrol Deputies responded to cover. 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
Michael "Bullet" Napier (DOB ) had a current felony warrant for 11377(a) H&S possession of 
a controlled substance. A "Be on the Lookout" Special Bulletin was issued for Napier on 01/29/2014. 
 
INVESTIGATION: 
 
Deputies Myers #7284 and Neufeld #0033 were the first patrol deputies to arrive on scene.  They both 
assisted with administering emergency medical aid.  See their Deputy's Reports for further details 
regarding their involvement. 
 
At 1827 hours, Vista Fire Engine #1215 and Ambulance #1294 from the Vista Fire Department arrived on 
scene.  Vista Fire Captain , Engineer , and Fire Fighter Medics  

 administered emergency medical aid to Napier.   
 
I arrived on scene and assisted with securing the scene with crime scene tape.  Deputy Neufeld, Deputy 
Downes #3936, Deputy Balderson #9490, and Deputy Hutches #0130 took perimeter posts and secured 
the scene.  Deputy Hutches #0130 was assigned as scribe.  She documented everyone who entered the 
scene in the crime scene log, which is attached to this case.  See Deputy's Reports from Deputy Neufeld, 
Deputy Downes, Deputy Balderson, and Deputy Hutches for further details regarding their involvement in 
this incident. 
 
Deputy Boisseranc #7371 and Deputy Danza #5662 were involved in the incident. Deputy Boisseranc 
and Deputy Danza were separated and transported back to the Vista Patrol Station.  Deputy Lay #7414 
transported Deputy Boisseranc and Deputy Astorga #7454 transported Deputy Danza. 
 
Deputies assisted in locating witnesses and taking preliminary statements.  The following is a list of 
which Deputies spoke with which witnesses.   
 
Deputy Myers: 
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Deputy Neufeld  

 
Deputy Willis:  

 
Deputy Downes 

 
See each Deputy's Report for specific information regarding the contacts. 
 
Napier was pronounced deceased at the scene by Dr.  from Palomar Hospital at 1837 hours.   
 
I took several photographs of the scene.  I later copied the photographs to four separate CD's and 
provided all of them to Homicide Detective Lopez #1228 at 0001 hours.  I deleted of my copies of the 
photographs of the crime scene after they were copied to the CD's. 
 
GET Deputies Ortiz #5549 and Moyette #7136 were both on scene during the incident.  They provided 
me with a brief summary which I utilized to brief the Homicide Unit.  I relinquished control of the scene to 
the San Diego Sheriff's Homicide Unit at 2138 hours.  I remained on scene until approximately 0330 
hours when I was relieved by the Homicide Unit. 
 
 
EVIDENCE: 
 
 
None. 
 
 
PROPERTY DAMAGE: 
 
 
There were several bullet holes on the inside walls of garage space . 
 
 
INJURIES: 
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Michael "Bullet" Napier (DOB ) had wounds to his chest and torso area.  Napier was 
pronounced deceased on 01/31/2014 at 1837 hours by Dr. of Palomar Hospital. 
 
FOLLOW UP: 
 
As deemed necessary. 
 
RELATED REPORTS: 
 
Deputy Andrade's Report 
Deputy Neufeld's Report 
Deputy Downes' Report 
Deputy Myers' Report 
Deputy Lay's Report 
Deputy Balderson's Report 
Deputy Hutches' Report 
Deputy Willis' Report 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

 
Related Cases: 

 
Location, City, State, ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S Melrose Dr,Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:18:22 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 
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REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

Origin:  
On 1-31-14, at about 1820 hours, I responded to an officer involved shooting at 2000 S Melrose Drive in the city of Vista.   
 
Deputy’s Observations and Actions:  
I arrived code-3 and assisted in establishing a perimeter.  I conducted a preliminary witness check and obtained statements 
from , who had been inside an apartment directly across from the 
shooting. 
 
Statements:  
Statement of  (Witness) 

was inside when he heard six gunshots.  He looked out through the blinds and saw a white van, 
license plate parked with its door open, and an open garage door to a garage across from the apartment. 
 
Statement of (Witness) 

 was inside  when she heard six gunshots, followed by a male voice yelling. 
 
Investigation continued: 
I took a position on the crime scene perimeter.  At about 2300 hours, resident  attempted to enter the 
crime scene.  was detained by Detective Cook #0602,  Detective Barrios #4097, Deputy Neufeld #0033, and Deputy 
Hutches #0130.   I prevented  companion  from interfering with the detention by stepping in 
front of him and ordering him to back away.  complied with my order. 
 
I maintained perimeter security until the crime scene perimeter was broken down. 
 
Evidence:  None.  
 
Related Reports:  None. 

(b)(5)(B)
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

 
Related Cases: 

 
Location, City, State, ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S Melrose Dr,Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:20:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

 
Origin:  
 
On 01-31-14, at about 1823 hours, I responded code 3 to a request for code cover with shots fired, at 2000 South Melrose 
Drive, in the city of Vista. 
 
Deputy's Observations and Actions:  
 
I arrived at the Shadow Ridge Park Apartments, located at 2000 South Melrose Drive.  I drove to the far southeast side of the 
complex and was directed to secure the crime scene and put up the crime scene tape.  I secured the east side of the crime 
scene and I was assigned as the Scribe.  I documented the personnel that entered the crime scene and attached the Crime 
Scene Log to the report.   
 
Statements: None. 
 
Evidence: None.  
 
Related Reports: None. 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

 
Related Cases: 

 
Location, City, State, ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S Melrose Dr,Vista, CA  92081 2/1/2014 6:20:00 PM (Saturday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

ORIGIN: 
 
On 01-31-2014, at about 1820 hours, I responded to Deputy's calling for "CODE COVER" and "SHOTS FIRED" at 2000 South 
Melrose Drive, city of Vista.  (CAD #E1415275) 
 
DEPUTY'S OBSERVATIONS AND ACTIONS: 
 
I responded to the scene with emergency lights and sirens.  I arrived at the dead end of Oakcreek Lane, just on the east side 
of 2000 South Melrose Drive.  The two properties are separated by a small gate.  I jumped over the gate to assist.  Deputy 
Astorga advised me to transport Deputy Boisseranc to the Vista Patrol Station.  I transported Deputy Boisseranc to the Vista 
Patrol Station and concluded my involvement at the scene. 
 
RELATED REPORTS: 
 
Case number 14105578 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

 
Related Cases: 

 
Location  City  State  ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 South Melrose Drive,Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:20:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   
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Attire: Injury: Extent Of Treatment: Violent Crime Circumstances:

    
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

ORIGIN: 
On 01/31/2014, at about 1820 hours, I responded code-3 to assist deputies who advised shots had been fired at the Shadow 
Ridge Park Apartments, located at 2000 South Melrose Drive, in the city of Vista (Event #E1415275). 
 
DEPUTY'S OBSERVATIONS AND ACTIONS: 
At about 1824 hours, I arrived on scene. I heard deputies broadcast that they needed a CPR mask and medical supplies for 
the suspect, later identified as Michael Napier ). I retrieved my department issued CPR mask and Trauma 
Shooting Kit. I responded to the garage area and saw Deputies Moyette (#7136) and Ortiz (#5549) crouched over a person 
that I immediately recognized as Napier from a Be-On-The -Lookout Bulletin which was issued on 01/29/2014. Deputy Ortiz 
was doing chest compressions on Napier. I gave Deputy Moyette my CPR mask. Deputy Ortiz yelled "I have a faint pulse", so 
I broadcast the information to notify the Fire Department personnel that was responding. I heard Deputies Moyette and Ortiz 
talking to Napier. Deputy Moyette repeatedly said "Stay with us" to Napier.  
 
I evaluated Napier. I saw blood on his shirt and around his body. Napier's eyes were closed and it did not look like Napier was 
breathing. Deputy Moyette and I pulled Napier's shirt up so we could evaluate where the blood was coming from. Once 
Napier's shirt was up, I saw two bullet wounds on the upper portion of Napier's chest and two bullet wounds on the lower 
portion of Napier's torso, near his waistline. Each wound was bleeding. I then relieved Deputy Ortiz and I continued doing 
chest compressions on Napier. Deputy Neufeld (#0033) placed trauma patches over the four wounds that we saw on Napier's 
torso. I continued doing chest compressions and monitoring Napier until relieved by the Vista Fire Department.  
 
Sergeant Pavlenko (#0760) then instructed me to obtain witness statements. I noticed a person,  

, on her porch. porch faces the crime scene and is about forty feet from where Napier was lying. At 
about 1840 hours, I obtained the following statement from 
 
STATEMENTS: 
Statement of  (Witness): 

lives alone with her dogs in  said she previously witnessed a stocky Hispanic male adult with 
a clean shaved head and "soul patch" who frequently works in the garage across from her apartment porch.  believed 
the Hispanic male was suspicious because he covers the windows of the garage and shuts the garage door so that no one 
can see in. said her suspicion of the Hispanic male never rose to the level for her to call for help but thought it was 
very strange.  
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On 01/31/2014,  said she was out walking her dogs and passed the same Hispanic male who she previously 
described. She said the Hispanic male was in the garage with the garage door shut. said she heard a loud grinding 
noise in the garage and could hear that someone was doing some sort of machine work. Once  walked to her front 
door, she heard the noise of a vacuum cleaner coming from the garage. walked into her house and laid on her bed in 
her bedroom. She turned on the television and closed her eyes. then heard at least two different male voices yelling 
from outside but could not make out what any of the voices were saying. could not provide the time between seeing 
the Hispanic male in the garage and hearing the voices yelling but said it was "pretty close". Before the yelling stopped, 

heard about nine "fast" gunshots. said the shots were all quickly right after each other.  said after the 
last gunshot, it became very quiet. She turned off the television and laid on her bed for about twenty seconds. When she 
thought it was safe, she looked out her bedroom window and saw flashlights shining around the area. said the people 
holding the flashlights had "a big 'sheriff' on their backs."  said she immediately knew that they were the police, even in 
the dark.  waited inside until she heard more police cars arrive on scene. She then waited outside on her porch until I 
contacted her.  
 
INVESTIGATION Continued: 
I then contacted two people,  who were standing near the outer 
perimeter of the crime scene. I took the following statement from them. 
 
STATEMENTS Continued: 
Statement of  (Witness): 

 and  were talking together in their  They then heard two to three quick gunshots and then a few 
sporadically after.  and  said they heard a total of between five and six total gunshots over less than five 
seconds. and said the gunshots sounded muffled like they were coming from inside an apartment or a building. 
They then heard a male scream, "Ah!" two times. It was quiet outside after that, but their dog started barking.  and 

 stayed inside because they thought if their dog was barking that something bad had happened. and 
waited inside until they heard police sirens. and then went outside to see what happened.  
 
INVESTIGATION Continued: 
I then contacted the sole occupant of  I took the following statement from him.  
 
STATEMENTS Continued: 
Statement of (Witness): 

said he was in his apartment watching television when he heard between five and ten gunshots right after each 
other.  then heard police sirens, but was inside until I contacted him at his apartment. 
 
INVESTIGATION Continued: 
At about 1909 hours, I contacted  who was walking around the apartment complex. I took the 
following statement from her. 
 
STATEMENTS Continued: 
Statement of (Witness): 

 was on a walk with her dogs around the apartment complex.  said she saw someone inside  
said the garage door was half open and someone was grinding or sawing inside.   passed the garage and said it was 
about five minutes from the time she saw the person inside  to when she got to her front door. Once got to 
her front door she heard an explosion which rattled the metal stairway railing near her front door.  did not know what 
the explosion was but was afraid the stairs were going to fall on her.  then waited in the area to see what happened. 
She heard and saw police respond to the scene. 
 
INVESTIGATION Continued: 
I did not contact any other witnesses or take any other statements. I then assisted by relieving deputies in their various outer 
perimeter positions.  
 
At about 2016 hours, I responded to the Vista Patrol Station. I had no further involvement with this investigation. 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

OIS - Officer Involved Shooting 
Related Cases: 

 
Location  City  State  ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S Melrose Dr,Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:18:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 

Attire: Injury: Extent Of Treatment: Violent Crime Circumstances: 

    
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

ORIGIN: 
 
On 01-31-2014 at approximately 1818 hours, I responded Code-3 to assist deputies who had advised shots had been fired at 
the Shadow Ridge Park apartments located at 2000 South Melrose Drive in the city of Vista and county of San Diego.  (CAD# 
E1415275) 
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DEPUTIES OBSERVATIONS AND ACTIONS: 
 
I arrived on scene and heard one of the deputies broadcast he needed medical supplies for the subject who had been shot.  I 
obtained my department issued first aid kit from the trunk of my patrol vehicle and brought it to where the subject was lying.  
The subject was placed in handcuffs and deputies were administering CPR.   
 
I saw the subject had multiple gunshot wounds to his torso.  I saw one of the wounds was to the lung area of the chest.  I 
opened my department issued first aid kit and obtained a Halo chest seal from the inside.  I placed the seal on an opened 
wound on the subject's upper right chest area.  The paramedics arrived on scene shortly after I placed the seal on the 
subject's chest.  While the paramedics were administering CPR to the subject, I observed there were internal body parts 
coming out of the subject's stomach area through a bullet wound.  I placed a field dressing on the stomach wound. 
 
I then went to  and obtained witness statements from the residents inside.  The two occupants of the 
apartment were and  I asked  to step outside of his 
apartment and obtained a statement from him. 
 
STATEMENTS: 
 

told me he was sitting at the table in his kitchen and heard four to five sounds that sounded like gunshots coming 
from outside his apartment.  told his Fiancé,  to get on the ground and turned off all of the 
lights in the residence.  After a few moments, opened the sliding back door and tried to see what was going on.  

could not see anything, but heard someone saying "don't move" and "get down". then got back on the floor 
of his apartment until he heard lights and sirens of police cars. 
 
INVESTIGATION CONTINUED: 
 
I spoke with  outside of the apartment.   provided me with her statement. 
 
STATEMENTS CONTINUED: 
 

told me she was in her bathroom when she heard three to four sounds that sounded like gun shots coming from the 
parking lot.   got down on her floor after instructed her to do so.   did not see what had happened but 
heard someone say "get down" a few times after the gun shots. 
 
INVESTIGATION CONTINUED: 
 
I then went to the south east section of the crime scene and assisted Deputy Downes (#3936) in holding a perimeter position.  
While I was at the perimeter position, members of the media arrived.  After about an hour of the media being on scene, the 
apartment manager arrived and asked them to leave.  The media re located to the entrance of the apartment complex. 
 
While I was at my perimeter position, Deputy Weston (#7558) advised me a vehicle near my location might have been 
involved in the incident and requested I speak with the registered owner of the vehicle.  The registered owner,  

 lives at   I went to the apartment and obtained a statement from 
 
STATEMENTS CONTINUED: 
 

told me no one had permission to enter her vehicle and all of the doors of the vehicle were locked.  said she was 
inside her apartment when she heard four to five sounds that sounded like gun shots, but she did not see anything. did 
not hear any voices coming from the scene. 
 
INVESTIGATION CONTINUED: 
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At around 2305 hours, I heard someone yelling from a nearby apartment.  I walked over to the sidewalk on the south end of 
my perimeter position.  After I was at the sidewalk, I observed a male adult, later identified as 
walking towards my position. appeared to be very upset and yelled that he wanted to see his son and no one was 
going to stop him.  Detective Cook (#0602) advised  to stop.  tried to push his way past Detective Cook.  In 
order to preserve the crime scene and to gain control of  who was visibly upset, I grabbed right arm while 
Detective Cook grabbed his left arm.  Deputy Andrade (#7569) arrived at my location and placed handcuffs on  
 
Deputy Andrade and I walked  to the front of Deputy Downes' patrol vehicle.  Detective Cook spoke with  for a 
couple of minutes.  was un handcuffed and released from the scene without further incident. 
 
I remained on perimeter security until 0350 hours, when I cleared from the scene. 
 
I concluded my involvement in the investigation at this time. 
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GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 
 

Special Studies: 

 
Related Cases: 

 
Location, City, State, ZIP: Occurred On: 

2000 S Melrose Dr,Vista, CA  92081 1/31/2014 6:20:00 PM (Friday) 
Jurisdiction: Beat: Call Source:  (and Between): 
City of Vista - VISTA 318   

 
 

INDIVIDUAL/S 

Attire: Injury: Extent Of Treatment: Violent Crime Circumstances: 

    
 

REPORT NARRATIVE 
 

ORIGIN: 
On 01-31-2014, at about 1820 hours, I responded to Deputy's reporting "Shots fired" at 2000 South Melrose Drive, city of 
Vista.  (CAD #E1415275) 
 
 
 
DEPUTY'S OBSERVATIONS AND ACTIONS: 
I responded to the scene with emergency lights and sirens.  I arrived at the far east end of an apartment complex, located at 
2000 South Melrose Drive.  I assisted Deputy Downes # 3936 and Deputy Hutches #0130 establishing the outer perimeter of 
the crime scene. I then stood watch of the west side of the outer perimeter. 
 
While guarding the perimeter, I was approached by an unknown male (later identified as
by his California Driver License).   told me vehicle was parked just west of my perimeter. 
 
Once properly relieved by Deputy Downes from guarding the perimeter, I contacted at his  

essentially told me the following: 
 
 
 
STATEMENTS: 
Statement of (witness): 

told me he was in his apartment prior to the shooting.  He said approximately 30 minutes prior to the shooting, he 
observed Napier open the trunk of his vehicle and remove an unknown object from the vehicle.  He stated he could not tell 
what the object was because Napier had covered the object with a yellow blanket/ sheet.  According to he observed 
Napier place the object underneath his arm and carry it to the garage. 
 
He stated at approximately 1820 hours he was in his apartment when he heard several gunshots coming from outside the 
apartment.  He said he looked outside and observed Deputies dragging Napier out of a garage and begin CPR.  He stated he 
did not see or hear anything else. 
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INVESTIGATION CONTINUED: 
 
 
I completed taking  statement. I then told Deputy Campbell, I had contacted  and took his statement.  At 
approximately 1927 hours, I left the scene and returned to the Vista Patrol Station; concluding my participation in the 
investigation. 
 
 
RELATED REPORTS: 
Case number 14105578 
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INVESTIGATIVE REPORT

County of San Diego
GLENN N. WAGNER, D.O.

CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINER
5570 OVERLAND AVE., SUITE 101, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92123-1206

TEL:    FAX: 

 

5/29/2014
CASE NUMBER

14-00273

CALL DATE AND TIME

NAME OF DECEASED (LAST, F RST MIDDLE)

01/31/2014

The decedent was a 33-year-old single Hispanic male who resided with his parents in an apartment in the city of Vista. On 
01/31/2014, the decedent was being surveillance by the San Diego Sheriff's Gang enforcement task force. After making a 
positive identification, they were going to apprehend the decedent for an outstanding warrant. Deputies went to the garage 
and asked the decedent to step out. The decedent made a gesture like he was going for his waistband and deputies shot 
him. Paramedics were called to the scene and upon arrival, advanced cardiac life support measures were initiated. Despite 
resuscitative efforts his death was pronounced by a local hospital via radio.

Medical Examiner’s jurisdiction invoked according to the California Government Code 27491: Death due to known or 
suspected homicide.

SUMMARY

ARRIVAL DATE AND T ME

02/01/2014

RETURN DATE AND TIME

AKA

INVESTIGATOR REPORTED BY

Sgt Enyeart 2138

REPORTING AGENCY

San Diego Sheriff

DATE AND T ME OF DEATH

01/31/2014

DATE OF BIRTH AGE

33 Years

GENDER

Male

RACE

Hispanic Mexican
RESIDENCE (STREET, CITY, STATE, ZIP) COUNTY

San Diego
SOCIAL SECURITY NO. CITIZENSHIP

USA

OCCUPATION

LAST SEEN ALIVE

LOCATION OF DEATH

Garage 
ADDRESS (STREET, CITY, STATE, ZIP)

2000 Melrose Drive     Vista, CA  92081

AT RESIDENCELOCATION OF INC DENT

Garage
ADDRESS (STREET, CITY, STATE, Z P)

2000 South Melrose Drive    Vista, CA  92081

COUNTY

San Diego

AT WORK

INVESTIGATING AGENCY

San Diego Sheriff

OFFICER

Detective Juan Lopez

DATE AND T ME

02/01/2014

IDENTIF ED BY METHOD

Photograph
FUNERAL HOME

Allen B Mortuary Vista

PROPERTY

Yes

TYPE OF EXAM

Autopsy

DATE AND TIME OF NCIDENT

01/31/2014

No

REPORT #

14105578
BADGE #

1817

2357 0117

1827

0117

DECEDENT WAS BELTED POSITION ON PRIVATE PROPERTYHELMETED

VEHICLE LICENSE NUMBER STATE

YesYes No No

HIO

TYPE OF PLACE

Decedent's Home

INC DENT PLACE TYPE

PUBLIC ADM NISTRATOR

Yes  No

NAPIER,    Michael    Paul

PAID AUTOPSY

Page 1

PREVIOUS WAIVE #

Father
RELATIONSHIPNAME OF NOK OR OTHER DATE NOTIF ED

2/1/2014 2:10:00 AM

NOT FIED BY
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County of San Diego 
 GLENN N. WAGNER, D.O. JONATHAN R. LUCAS, M.D. 
 CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER CHIEF DEPUTY MEDICAL EXAMINER 

OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINER 
5570 OVERLAND AVE., SUITE 101, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92123-1206 

TEL:    FAX: 

 
AUTOPSY REPORT 

 
 
Name: MICHAEL PAUL NAPIER ME#: 14-0273 
 
Place of death: Garage, Age: 33 Years 
 2000 Melrose Drive,  
 Vista, CA 92081 Sex: Male 
 
Date of death: January 31, 2014; 1827 Hours 
 
Date of autopsy: February 1, 2014; 0925 Hours 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
CAUSE OF DEATH:  MULTIPLE GUNSHOT WOUNDS OF TORSO 
 
MANNER OF DEATH: HOMICIDE 
 
 
AUTOPSY SUMMARY:  
 
I. Multiple gunshot wounds of torso: 

A. Penetrating gunshot wound of right side of chest (A). 
1. Entrance wound:  Right side of chest.   
2. Injuries:  Skin, subcutaneous tissue, tissues of the right fifth 

intercostal space with right fifth rib fracture, liver, right lung, and 7th 
thoracic vertebra.   

3. Exit wound:  None.   
4. Recovered:  Partially deformed copper-colored jacketed bullet 

recovered adjacent to 7th thoracic vertebra at autopsy.   
5. Pathway:  The wound pathway is direct right to left and front to 

back with no significant upward/downward deviation. 
6. Associated injuries:  Hemorrhage along wound pathway and a right 

hemothorax. 
 

B. Penetrating gunshot wound of left flank (B). 
1. Entrance wound:  Left flank.  
2. Injuries:  Skin, subcutaneous tissue, left 4th and 5th ribs, tissues of 

the 4th intercostal space, left lung, 2nd thoracic vertebra, and apex 
of right chest wall.     

(b)(5)(B) (b)(5)(B)

(b)(5)(B)
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3. Exit wound:  None. 
4. Recovered:  Partially deformed copper-colored jacketed bullet 

recovered from soft tissue of right shoulder/back.    
5. Pathway:  The wound pathway is direct left to right, front to back, 

and downward. 
6. Associated injuries:  Hemorrhage along wound pathway and a left 

hemothorax.     
 
C. Penetrating gunshot wound of right side of abdomen (C). 

1. Entrance wound:  Right side of abdomen.  
2. Injuries:  Skin, subcutaneous tissue, peritoneum, and multiple loops 

of small intestine.     
3. Exit wound:  None.    
4. Recovered:  Partially deformed copper-colored jacketed bullet 

recovered free floating in the pelvic cavity. 
5. Pathway:  The wound pathway is direct right to left, front to back, 

and downward. 
6. Associated injuries:  Hemorrhage along wound pathway and 

hemoperitoneum. 
 

D. Penetrating gunshot wound of left upper abdomen (D). 
1. Entrance wound:  Left upper abdomen.  
2. Injuries:  Skin, subcutaneous tissue, peritoneum, multiple loops of 

small intestine, and left sacrum/lumbar spine.     
3. Exit wound:  None.    
4. Recovered:  Partially deformed copper-colored jacketed bullet 

recovered from left side of sacrum/inferior lumbar spine.   
5. Pathway:  The wound pathway is direct left to right, front to back, 

and downward. 
6. Associated injuries:  Hemorrhage along wound pathway and 

hemoperitoneum. 
 

E. Superficial perforating gunshot would of left hip (E1). 
1. Entrance wound:  Left hip.  
2. Injuries:  Skin and subcutaneous tissue only.    
3. Exit wound:  Left buttock (E2).   
4. Recovered:   No bullet or bullet fragments recovered at autopsy. 
5. Pathway:  The wound pathway is direct right to left, front to back, 

and upward. 
6. Associated injuries:  Hemorrhage along the wound pathway. 
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F. Superficial penetrating gunshot wound of left upper back (F). 

1. Entrance wound:  Left upper back.  
2. Injuries:  Skin and subcutaneous tissue only. 
3. Exit wound:  None. 
4. Recovered:  Partially deformed copper-colored jacketed bullet 

recovered from soft tissue of left shoulder area. 
5. Pathway:  The wound pathway is direct left to right, back to front, 

and upward. 
6. Associated injuries:  Hemorrhage along wound pathway and a skin 

abrasion adjacent to exit wound.   
 
G. Graze gunshot wound of left upper back (G). 

1. Entrance wound:  Left upper back.  
2. Injuries:  Skin and subcutaneous tissue only. 
3. Exit wound:  None.    
4. Recovered:  No bullet or bullet fragment recovered. 
5. Pathway:  The wound pathway is indeterminate. 
6. Associated injuries:  Hemorrhage along wound path. 

 
II. Toxicological testing detected methamphetamine and amphetamine in the central 

blood. 
 
III. No evidence of significant natural disease identified. 
 
IV. No evidence of other significant acute trauma identified: 
 A. Abrasions of forehead and back. 
 B. Laceration of posterior left ring finger. 
 
OPINION:  According to the investigative information, the decedent is a 33-year-old 
Hispanic male who resided with his parents in an apartment in Vista.  On January 31, 
2014 the decedent was under surveillance by the San Diego Sheriff’s Gang Enforcement 
Task Force.  Apparently the decedent was a reported gang member.  He was in the 
process of removing some items from a garage behind an apartment complex where he 
stayed with his father.  After making a positive identification, the San Diego Sheriff’s 
Department planned to apprehend the decedent for an outstanding warrant.  Deputies 
approached the decedent and asked him to step out of the garage.  The decedent made a 
jester like he was going for his waistband.  Deputies asked him to raise his hands.  He did 
initially and then reached down towards his waistband again.  At that time deputies 
opened fire.  After the decedent was handcuffed and determined to no longer be a threat, 
he was removed from the garage to initiate CPR.  Paramedics were called to the scene 
and upon arrival ACLS measures were initiated, but despite resuscitative efforts he could 
not be revived and his death was pronounced by radio from a local hospital.  Per San 
Diego Sheriff’s report at the scene, the decedent was shot with two .40 caliber Glock 27 
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handguns.  There were two shooters.  By report there was a possibility of fifteen total 
rounds shot.  Ten casings were found at the scene and one under the decedent’s body.  
At the scene, a knife was affixed in the drywall on the right side of the inside of the garage.   
 
The autopsy documented a well-developed, well-nourished male appearing the stated age 
of 33 years.  There were multiple gunshot wounds of the torso that injured multiple vital 
structures of the thorax and abdomen to include the liver, lungs, and small intestine.  
There was also injury to multiple ribs, the diaphragm, the thoracic spine, and the sacrum.  
There was an estimated blood loss of 2200 ml at autopsy; this does not include blood that 
was lost at the scene or while transporting the body.  There were a total of seven gunshot 
wounds including five penetrating, one perforating, and one graze gunshot wound.  
Toxicological testing detected methamphetamine (0.65 mg/L) and amphetamine (0.16 
mg/L) in the central blood. 
 
Based on the autopsy findings and the circumstances surrounding the death, as currently 
understood, the cause of death is multiple gunshot wounds of torso, and the manner of 
death is homicide. 
 
 
 
 
 
  , M.D. 
  Deputy Medical Examiner 
 
  Date signed:   

(b)(5)(B)
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SCENE 

 
On February 01, 2014 myself and Forensic Investigator  arrived on scene at 
0117 hours.  The scene was an apartment complex, address 2000 South Melrose Drive, 
Vista, Ca 92081.  The decedent had a known felony warrant for his arrest.  On January 31, 
2014 at approximately 1818 hours, a gang enforcement detail from the San Diego Sheriff’s 
Office was on scene surveilling a garage behind the apartment complex.  The decedent 
lived with his father at that same apartment complex.  They witnessed the decedent to be 
removing items from a garage when they approached him and asked him to show his 
hands.  He initially did and then suddenly reached for his waist/pants pockets.  At that time 
two deputies opened fire striking the decedent multiple times while he stood in the garage.  
The decedent was drug out of the garage to outside the garage so that he could be 
secured with handcuffs and rendered aid via CPR.  CPR was started.  When paramedics 
arrived the decedent was determined to be deceased via radio by a physician at a local 
hospital. They report fifteen total rounds being fired between the two deputies.  The 
weapons were .40 caliber Glock Mod 27 handguns.  At the scene the body laid on a 
driveway just outside of an attached garage unit.  The body was covered with a yellow 
sheet.  Initial investigation by the Sheriff’s Office recovered ten casings.  After the body 
was removed another bullet casing was found under the body.  The body was identified as 
“Michael Napier” with birthdate of .  The decedent was identified as a gang 
member (“Vista Home Boys; Bullet”).  Initial external examination revealed at least four 
gunshot wounds of the torso.  Examination of the inside of the garage revealed a knife in 
the drywall on the right side of the garage.  The decedent was in full rigor.  Livor was 
posterior and unfixed.  The body was lying supine.  There were multiple clothing items on 
the decedent.  There were no obvious injuries of the head or extremities.  There was 
evidence of medical intervention on the body to include AED pads.  After initial 
examination of the body, the decedent was moved onto a white sheet.  A yellow 
identification band was placed around the right ankle at 0200 hours.  Brown bags were 
placed over the head and feet, and white bags were placed over the hands and secured 
with tape.  The sheet was then placed over the body and the body was placed in a white 
plastic transfer pouch that was then sealed with red tag number “2390672” at 0202 hours.  
We then departed the scene at 0258 hours after notifying the decedent’s father of the 
confirmation of the decedent’s death.  We arrived back at the Medical Examiner’s Office at 
0330 hours. 
 
The surrounding environment was dark and the temperature was approximately 40 
degrees Fahrenheit.   

(b)(5)(B)
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AUTOPSY 

 
The autopsy was performed at the Office of the San Diego County Medical Examiner on 
February 1, 2014 beginning at 0925 hours.   
 
IDENTIFICATION:  The body transfer pouch is sealed with Medical Examiner’s red tag 
number “2390672”.  I unsealed the body transfer pouch at 0925 hours in the presence of 
multiple personnel from the San Diego Sheriff’s Department.  The body is identified by a 
yellow Medical Examiner's identification band surrounding the right ankle bearing the 
decedent’s name and case number.  A blue Medical Examiner’s identification band is 
placed around the right ankle after the bag was unsealed; this identification band also 
contains the decedent’s name and case number.   
 
WITNESSES:   William Anderson, , and  

 of the San Diego Sheriff’s Office attended the autopsy.  Assisting with the 
autopsy is Forensic Autopsy Specialist .   
 
WITNESSING PATHOLOGIST: 
 
 
 
       , M.D. 
       Deputy Medical Examiner 
 
       Date signed:   
 
CLOTHING AND PERSONAL EFFECTS:   
1. Torn long black Gore-Tex pants. 
2. Blue plaid boxer shorts. 
3. A pair of sneakers. 
4. A pair of white socks. 
5. Green shirt. 
6. Black jacket (containing cellphone and a total of $125.00 in left front pocket). 
 
Multiple defects are noted in multiple clothing items (photo documented).   
 
EVIDENCE OF MEDICAL INTERVENTION:  There is no evidence of medical intervention 
identified at autopsy. 
 
 EXTERNAL EXAMINATION 
 
Injuries are fully described in the “Evidence of Injury” section below.  The body is that of 
a well-developed, well-nourished male.  The body weighs 181 pounds, is approximately 

(b)(5)(B) (b)(5)(B

(b)(5)(B)

(b)(5)(B)
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65-1/2 inches in length, and appears compatible with the reported age of 33 years.  The 
body is well preserved, cold, and has not been embalmed. 
 
A brown bag is secured around the head and is removed at autopsy.  The head is 
atraumatic.  The scalp hair is black and approximately 1/4 inch long.  Facial hair 
consists of a brown moustache and lower lip hair.  The irides are dark.  The corneae are 
hazy.  The conjunctivae and sclerae are unremarkable.  No petechial hemorrhages are 
seen.  The external auditory canals, external nares and oral cavity are free of foreign 
material and abnormal secretions.  The ears and earlobes are unremarkable.  The nasal 
skeleton and maxilla are palpably intact.  The lips and oral mucous membranes are 
without evident injury.  The teeth are natural and in good condition.  Examination of the 
neck reveals no gross evidence of injury.   
 
The chest is symmetrical.  The breasts are those of an adult male with no palpable 
masses.  The abdomen is flat and soft.  No surgical scars are seen.  The back is 
symmetrical. 
 
White bags are secured over the hands and are removed at autopsy.  Brown bags are 
secured over the feet and are removed at autopsy.  The extremities are symmetric and 
normally formed without track marks, ventral wrist scars, edema, deformities, or 
amputations.  The fingernails are intact and dirty.  The toenails are unkempt.   
 
The genitalia are those of an adult male with bilaterally descended testes palpated 
within the scrotum.   
 
SCARS AND OTHER IDENTIFYING MARKS:  Multiple insignificant scars are scattered 
throughout the body. 
 
TATTOOS:  Tattoos are on the right shoulder and arm, left shoulder/arm, and anterior 
torso. 
 
POSTMORTEM CHANGES:  The body is cool.  Rigor is moderate in all extremities and 
in the jaw.  Lividity is unfixed on the posterior surface of the body except in areas 
exposed to pressure. 
 

EVIDENCE OF INJURY 
 
MULTIPLE GUNSHOT WOUNDS OF TORSO: 
 
I. PENETRATING GUNSHOT WOUND OF RIGHT SIDE OF CHEST (A): 

A 1/2 x 1/4 inch penetrating entrance gunshot wound is on the right side of the 
chest, located 17 inches below the top of the head and 5-1/2 inches right of the 
anterior midline.  Surrounding the entrance wound is a 1/16 inch wide 
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circumferential marginal abrasion.  No soot, searing, or stippling surround the 
entrance wound.  There is injury to the skin, subcutaneous tissue, right 5th 
intercostal space (fractured anterior right 5th rib), dome of right hemidiaphragm, 
dome of right lobe of liver (3 x 1-1/2 inch defect), middle and lower lobes of right 
lung (through and through defects), and right side 7th thoracic vertebra (right 
transverse process fracture).  There is no exit wound.  A partially deformed 
copper colored jacketed bullet is recovered from the right side of the body of the 
7th thoracic vertebra (T7).  The wound path is directed right to left and front to 
back.  Associated with this gunshot wound is hemorrhage along the wound path 
and 800+ ml of blood in the right hemithorax. 

 
II. PENETRATING GUNSHOT WOUND OF LEFT FLANK (B): 

A 1/4 x 1/8 inch penetrating entrance gunshot wound is on the left flank, located 
17 inches below the top of the head, and 8 inches left of the anterior midline 
along the curvature of the torso.  An eccentric marginal abrasion measures up to 
1/4 inch wide at 8 o’clock, surrounding the entrance wound.  No soot, searing, or 
stippling are present.  There is injury to the skin, subcutaneous tissue, left 4th 
and 5th ribs (fractured), 4th intercostal space (1-1/2 x 1 inch defect), upper lobe 
of left lung (through and through defects), left side of 2nd thoracic vertebra 
(fractured), and apex of right chest wall in the 2nd intercostal space.  No exit 
wound is associated with this gunshot wound.  A partially deformed, copper 
colored, jacketed bullet is recovered from the right back/shoulder soft tissue.  The 
wound path is directed left to right, front to back, and downward.  Associated with 
this gunshot wound is hemorrhage along the wound path and 400 ml of blood in 
the left hemithorax.   

 
III. PENETRATING GUNSHOT WOUND OF RIGHT SIDE OF ABDOMEN (C): 

A 1/4 inch round penetrating entrance gunshot wound is on the right side of the 
abdomen, located 29-1/2 inches below the top of the head and 2-1/4 inches right 
of the anterior midline.  Surrounding the entrance wound is a 1/16 inch wide 
circumferential marginal abrasion.  No soot, searing, or stippling are present.  
There is injury to the skin, subcutaneous tissue, lining of the peritoneum, and 
multiple loops of the small bowel.  No exit wound is associated with this gunshot 
wound.  A partially deformed copper-colored jacketed bullet is free floating in the 
pelvic cavity.  The wound pathway is directed right to left, front to back, and 
downward.  Associated with this gunshot wound is hemorrhagic along the wound 
path and 1000+ of hemoperitoneum.   

 
IV. PENETRATING GUNSHOT WOUND OF LEFT UPPER ABDOMEN (D): 

A 1/4 inch round penetrating entrance gunshot wound is on the left side of the 
upper abdomen, located 23-1/2 inches below the top of the head and 3-1/12 
inches left of the anterior midline.  Surrounding the entrance wound is an 
eccentric marginal abrasion measuring up to 1/4 inch wide at the superior aspect.  
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No soot, searing, or stippling surrounds the entrance wound.  There is injury to 
the skin, subcutaneous tissue, peritoneal lining, multiple loops of the small bowel, 
and the left sacrum/lumbar spine.  No exit wound is associated with this gunshot 
wound.  A partially deformed, copper-colored, jacketed bullet is recovered from 
the left side of the sacrum/inferior lumbar spine at autopsy. The would path is 
directed left to right, front to back, and downward.  Associated with this gunshot 
wound is hemorrhage along the wound path and 1000+ hemoperitoneum.   

 
V. SUPERFICIAL PERFORATING GUNSHOT WOUND OF LEFT HIP (E1): 

A 3/8 inch round superficial perforating entrance gunshot wound is on the left hip 
area, located 31-1/2 inches below the top of the head, and 4-1/2 inches left of the 
anterior midline.  Surrounding the entrance wound is an abrasion measuring up 
to 1/4 inch wide along the 6 - 2 o’clock margin.  No soot, searing, or stippling 
surround the entrance wound.  There is injury to the skin and subcutaneous 
tissue only.  A 1/2 x 1/4 inch round exit gunshot wound is on the left buttock, 
located 31 inches below the top of the head and 6-1/2 inches left of the posterior 
midline (E2).  Surrounding the exit wound is a 1/4 inch wide circumferential 
marginal abrasion.  No bullet or bullet fragments are recovered from this wound 
path at autopsy.  The wound path is directed right to left, front to back, and 
upward.  Associated with this gunshot wound is hemorrhage along the wound 
path.   

 
VI. SUPERFICIAL PENETRATING GUNSHOT WOUND OF LEFT UPPER BACK 

(F): 
A 3/8 x 1/4 inch superficial penetrating entrance gunshot wound is on the left 
upper back, located 16 inches below the top of the head and 12-1/4 inches left of 
the posterior midline.  Surrounding the entrance wound is a 1/8 inch wide 
circumferential marginal abrasion.  No soot, searing, or stippling surround the 
entrance wound.  There is injury to the skin and subcutaneous tissue only.  No 
exit wound is associated with this gunshot wound.  A partially deformed, copper-
colored, jacketed bullet is recovered from the soft tissue of the left shoulder area.  
The wound path is directed left to right, back to front, and upward.  Associated 
with this gunshot wound is hemorrhage along the wound path and skin abrasion 
adjacent to the exit wound measuring 1/4 inch at its widest at the 5 - 10 o’clock 
margin.   

 
VII. GRAZE GUNSHOT WOUND OF LEFT UPPER BACK (G): 

A 1-1/2 x 1/4 inch graze gunshot wound is on the left upper back, located 13 
inches below the top of the head and 6 inches left of the posterior midline.  No 
soot, searing, or stippling surround the wound.  No obvious skin tags are 
identified.  The wound pathway is indeterminate.  Associated with this gunshot 
wound is hemorrhage along the wound path. 
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OTHER INJURIES: 
Multiple abrasions are on the right side of the head/forehead measuring up to 1 x 1 inch.  
Multiple streaked and cross-hatched abrasions are on the right side of the back 
measuring up to 6-1/2 x 1 inch.  A 7 x 1/4 inch streaked abrasion is on the left side of 
the back.  A laceration is on the posterior aspect of the fourth digit of the left hand.   
 

INTERNAL EXAMINATION 
 
ABDOMINAL WALL:  The subcutaneous fat layer measures up to 3.5 cm thick. 
 
BODY CAVITIES:  See “Evidence of Injury.”  The pericardial cavity contains normal 
amounts of serous fluid.  All body organs are without adhesions.  All body organs are 
present in their normal anatomical position.   
 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM:  The 310 gram heart has a normal shape and is 
contained in an intact pericardial sac.  The epicardial surface is smooth with minimal fat 
investment.  The coronary arteries arise normally with widely patent ostia and are 
present in a normal distribution, with a right-dominant pattern.  Cross sections of the 
coronary arteries demonstrate wide patency.  The myocardium is homogenous, red-
brown, and firm.  The valve leaflets are thin and mobile.  The walls of the left ventricle, 
interventricular septum, and right ventricle are 1.4 cm, 1.2 cm, and 0.2 cm thick, 
respectively.  The endocardium of the heart is smooth and glistening.  The aorta gives 
rise to three intact and patent arch vessels and contains minimal atherosclerosis.  The 
renal and mesenteric vessels are unremarkable.  The pulmonary arteries are normally 
developed, patent and without thrombus or embolus. 
 
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM:  See “Evidence of Injury.”  The upper airway is clear of 
debris and foreign material.  The mucosal surfaces are smooth, yellow-tan and 
unremarkable.  Where uninjured, the pleural surfaces are smooth and unremarkable 
bilaterally.  The injured right lung weighs 250 grams.  The injured left lung weighs 220 
grams.  The pulmonary parenchyma is not significantly congested or edematous.  A 
small amount of anthracotic pigment is seen.  No focal non-traumatic lesions are noted.   
 
HEPATOBILIARY SYSTEM:  See “Evidence of Injury.”  Where uninjured, the 1580 
gram liver has a smooth capsule covering a tan-brown parenchyma with no focal non-
traumatic lesions noted.  The gallbladder contains 5 ml of green-brown, mucoid bile; the 
mucosa is velvety and unremarkable.  The extrahepatic biliary tree is patent without 
evidence of calculi. 
 
LYMPHORETICULAR SYSTEM:  The 200 gram spleen has a smooth, intact capsule 
covering red-purple, moderately firm parenchyma; the lymphoid follicles are 
unremarkable.  Lymph nodes in the hilar, periaortic and iliac regions are not enlarged. 
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GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM:  See “Evidence of Injury.”  The esophagus is lined by 
gray-white, smooth mucosa.  The gastric mucosa is arranged in the usual rugal folds 
and the lumen contains 550 ml of tan, opaque fluid with partially-digested food particles.  
No pills or pill fragments are present.  The colon is unremarkable.  The pancreas has a 
normal pink-tan lobulated appearance.  The appendix is grossly unremarkable.  
 
GENITOURINARY SYSTEM:  The right kidney weighs 140 grams; the left 150 grams.  
The renal capsules are smooth and thin, semi-transparent and strip with ease from the 
underlying smooth, pale tan cortical surfaces.  The cortices are sharply delineated from 
the medullary pyramids, which are pale tan and unremarkable.  The calyces, pelves and 
ureters are unremarkable.  White bladder mucosa overlies an intact bladder wall.  The 
bladder contains approximately 30 ml of clear yellow urine.  The prostate gland and 
seminal vesicles are without note.  The testes are palpably unremarkable. 
 
ENDOCRINE SYSTEM:  The pituitary gland is grossly unremarkable.  The thyroid gland 
is symmetric and red-brown, without cystic or nodular change.  The right and left 
adrenal glands are intact with bright yellow cortices and red-brown medullae; no 
masses or areas of hemorrhage are identified. 
 
NECK:  See “Evidence of Injury.”  The anterior strap muscles of the neck are 
homogenous and red-brown, without hemorrhage.  The thyroid cartilage and hyoid bone 
are intact.  The larynx is lined by intact white mucosa.  
 
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM:  See “Evidence of Injury.”  No non-traumatic 
abnormalities of muscle or bone are identified. 
 
HEAD AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM:  The scalp is atraumatic.  The galeal, 
subgaleal soft tissues of the scalp, and temporal muscles are free of injury.  There are 
no skull fractures.  The dura mater and falx cerebri are intact.  There is no epidural, 
subdural or subarachnoid hemorrhage present.  The leptomeninges are thin and 
delicate.  The cerebral hemispheres have an unremarkable pattern of gyri and sulci.  
The blood vessels at the base of the brain are without atherosclerosis.  The brain 
weighs 1200 grams.  Coronal sections through the cerebral hemispheres reveal no 
lesions.  The ventricles of the brain are of normal size and contain clear cerebrospinal 
fluid.  Transverse sections through the brainstem, cerebellum, and upper spinal cord 
reveal no lesions.  The tongue is free of bite marks, hemorrhage, or other injuries. 
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 SPECIMENS RETAINED 
 
TOXICOLOGY:  The following specimens are submitted for toxicology: central blood, 
chest blood, vitreous humor, urine, liver, and gastric contents.   
 
HISTOLOGY:  Portions of tissues and major organs are retained in formalin.  No 
sections are submitted for microscopic examination. 
 
PHOTOGRAPHS:  Digital identification photographs, overalls, and photographs of injuries 
are taken. 
 
RADIOGRAPHS:  None. 
 
EVIDENCE:  The following are turned over the San Diego Sheriff’s Office detectives at 
autopsy: 
1. Bags over head, hands, and feet. 
2. Clothing. 
3. Projectiles recovered from body turned over to the San Diego Sheriff’s Office crime 

lab. 
 
Nail scrapings are performed by the San Diego Sheriff’s Office laboratory technician. 
 
 
 
 

 
D:  3/10/14 T:  3/11/14 
Rev.  3/20/14   
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                                       An American Board of Forensic Toxicology (ABFT) Accredited Laboratory Page 1 of 1 

 

 
County of San Diego 

 GLENN N. WAGNER, D.O. JONATHAN R. LUCAS, M.D. 
 CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER CHIEF DEPUTY MEDICAL EXAMINER 

OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINER 

5570 OVERLAND AVE., Ste #101, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92123-1206 
TEL:    FAX: 

 

TOXICOLOGY REPORT 
 

Name: NAPIER, Michael Paul 
Medical Examiner Number: 14-00273 
Date of Death: 01/31/2014 
Time of Death: 18:27 
Pathologist:  
Specimens Received: Central Blood, Gastric, Left Chest Blood, Liver, Urine, Vitreous 
Date Specimens Received: 02/03/2014 
 
 
Test Name (Method of Analysis) Specimen Tested Result 
 
Alcohol Analysis (GC/FID-Headspace) Central Blood 
 Alcohol (Ethanol)  Not Detected 
 Acetone, Methanol, Isopropanol  Not Detected 
 
Drugs of Abuse Screen (ELISA) Central Blood 
 Cocaine metabolites  Not Detected 
 Amphetamines  Presumptive Positive 
 Opiates  Not Detected 
 Benzodiazepines  Not Detected 
 Fentanyl  Not Detected 
 Cannabinoids  Not Detected 
 Synthetic Cannabinoids  Not Detected 
 Oxycodone  Not Detected 
 Methadone  Not Detected 
 Zolpidem  Not Detected 
 Carisoprodol  Not Detected 
 Buprenorphine  Not Detected 
 
Amphetamines (GC/MS) Central Blood 
 Methamphetamine  0.65 mg/L 
 Amphetamine  0.16 mg/L 
 Ephedrine  Not Detected 
 Pseudoephedrine  Not Detected 
 MDA  Not Detected 
 MDMA  Not Detected 
 Phentermine  Not Detected 
 Phenylephrine  Not Detected 
 
 
End Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approved and Signed:           Reviewed:    
03/11/2014 , Ph.D. 
 Forensic Toxicology Laboratory Manager Forensic Toxicology Laboratory Supervisor 
 (All Inquiries/Correspondence)  
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San Diego County Sheriff's Department
William D. Gore, Sheriff

PROPERTY AND EVIDENCE UNIT CASE & ITEM LISTING
Report Date:Wednesday, May 28, 2014

Search Criteria:

Case Per 
Page

Max 
Records

Date Rcvd 
From

Date Rcvd 
To

Case NO. 
From

Case 
NO. To

Item ID 
From

Item 
ID To

Description Status Category Incident Relation

All 100 5/28/2014 5/28/2014 14105578 All

78Records Found

Case Number: 14105578

Item ID: Description: Location Status
Status Date
|

Received Date
|

Seized 
Date

Qty 
Rcd |

Qty 
Out |

Qty 
Disp |

Qty 
In

I1515516 Cd W/Case Audio Files; #65 LMFC3 In 05/28/14 05/28/14 | 1 0 0 1

I1515517
Cd W/Additional Case File 
Photos; #66 

LMFC3 In 05/28/14 05/28/14 01/31/14 1 0 0 1

I1501573
Master Cd Of Data Files; #64 Fm 
The Leica Total Station

LM249C In 04/16/14 04/16/14 01/31/14 1 0 0 1

I1501574
Working Cd Of Data Files; 
#64.01 Fm The Leica Total 
Station

LM249C In 04/16/14 04/16/14 01/31/14 1 0 0 1

I1496723 Cd W/ Autopsy Pictures; #63 LM249C In 04/11/14 04/11/14 03/28/14 1 0 0 1

I1487614
Test Fires; #26.02 Fm Glock 27 
S/N

LMA27A In 03/07/14 03/07/14 03/05/14 11 0 0 1

I1487615
Test Fires; #28.02 Fm Glock 27 
S/N 

LMA27A In 03/07/14 03/07/14 03/05/14 15 0 0 1

I1479104 Cd And Cad Log; #62 LM249C In 02/12/14 02/12/14 02/05/14 2 0 0 1

I1479039
Dvd Master Copy; #30 86 Digital 
Images Of Aerial Photographs

LM249C In 02/06/14 02/06/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479040
Dvd Working Copy; #30.01 86 
Digital Images Of Aerial 
Photographs

LM249C In 02/06/14 02/06/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479009
One "Winchester 40 S&W 
Casing; #1 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479010
Pistol Magazine Cont Cartridge; 
#2 Fed 40 S&W And Winchester 
40 S&W

LMA01E In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/14/14 3 0 0 1

I1479011
One "Winchester 40 S&W 
Casing; #3 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479013
One "Winchester 40 S&W 
Casing; #5 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479016
One "Winchester 40 S&W 
Casing; #8 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479018
One "Federal 40 S&W Casing; 
#10 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479020
Four Misc. Medical Equipment; 
#12 

LM249C In 02/05/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 4 0 0 1

I1479022 One Projectile: #14 LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479024
One "Winchester 40 S&W 
Casing; #16 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479023 One Projectile; #15 LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479030
Working Dvd Cont Images Of 
Scene; #20.01 

LM249C In 03/04/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1
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I1479029
Master Dvd Cont Images Of 
Scene; #20 

LM249C In 02/05/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479028
Working Cd Cont Images Of 
Scene; #19.01 

LM249C In 02/05/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479027
Master Cd Cont Images Of 
Scene; #19 

LM249C In 02/05/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479026
One "Federal 40 S&W Casing; 
#18 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479025 One Metal Fragment; #17 LM249C In 02/05/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479021 One Empty Blue Pouch; #13 LM249C In 02/05/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479019
One "Federal 40 S&W Casing; 
#11 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479015
One "Winchester 40 S&W 
Casing; #7 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479014
One "Winchester 40 S&W 
Casing; #6 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479012
One "Federal 40 S&W Cartridge; 
#4 

LMA01E In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1479017
One "Winchester 40 S&W 
Casing; #9 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/05/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470932
Pants; #21 Dep. B. Ortiz' 
Redstained Duty Pants

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 1 0 0 1

I1470933
Stain Collection Kit; #22 Red 
Stains Toe Of Dep. B. Ortiz' Rt 
Boot

LMF031 In 02/04/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 1 0 0 1

I1470934
Spare Magazine "A"; #23 Fm 
Pocket Of Dep. Boisseranc'S 
Vest

LMA27A In 03/07/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 16 0 0 1

I1470935
Spare Magazine "B"; #24 From 
Pocket Of Dep. Boisseranc'S 
Vest

LMA27A In 03/07/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 16 0 0 1

I1470936
Spare Magazine "C"; #25 From 
Dep. Boisseranc'S Left Hip

LMA27A In 03/07/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 10 0 0 1

I1470937
Firearm & Mag Frm Dep 
Boisseranc; #26 Glock, Model 
27, 40 Caliber Pistol & Mag

LMA27A In 03/07/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 2 0 0 1

I1470938
Cartridge Frm Chamber Of Item 
26; #26.01 & 14 Cartridges Frm 
Mag Of Item 26

LMA27A In 03/07/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 15 0 0 1

I1470939
Spare Magazine Fm Dep. 
Danza'S Vest; #27 Frm Pocket 
Of Vest - Cont. 15 Cartridges

LMA27A In 03/07/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 16 0 0 1

I1470940
Firearm & Mag Frm Dep. Danza; 
#28 Glock, Model 27, 40 Cal 
Pistol & Mag

LMA27A In 03/07/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 2 0 0 1

I1470941
Cartridge Fm Chamber Item 28; 
#28.01 & 6 Cartridges Fm 
Magazine Of Item 28

LMA27A In 03/07/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 7 0 0 1

I1470942
Cd-R Master Copy Of 100 
Photos; #29 Of Dep. Ortiz, 
Boisseranc & Danza @ Vps

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 1 0 0 1

I1470943
Cd-R Working Copy Of 100 
Photos; #29.01 Of Dep. Ortiz, 
Boisseranc, & Danza @ Vps

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 01/31/14 1 0 0 1

I1470944
Paper Bag From (S) M. Napier'S 
Head; #31 

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470945
Paper Bag Fm (S) Napier'S Left 
Hand; #32 

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1
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I1470946
Paper Bag Fm (S) Napier'S Rt 
Hand; #33 

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470947
Paper Bag Fm (S) Napier'S Left 
Foot; #34 

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470948
Paper Bag Fm (S) Napier'S Rt 
Foot; #35 

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470949
Black, Red Stained Pants; #36 
Cabela'S Gortex, Sz Lg, W/Holes 
Fm Susp

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470950
Black, Red-Stained Jacket; #37 
Cabela'S Gortex, Sz Lg, W/Holes 
Fm Susp

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470951
Samsung Cell Phone; #37.01 Fm 
Left Front Jacket Pocket (Item 
37)

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470952
Currency $125; #37.02 (1-$100, 
1-$20, 1-$5) Fm Lt Front Pocket

LMX050 In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 3 0 0 1

I1470953
Grn, Red-Stained Cabela'S T-
Shirt; #38 Long Sleeves, Sz Lg, 
W/ Holes Fm Susp

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470954
Blue Plaid, Red-Stained Boxers; 
#39 Hanes, No Size. Holes In 
Fabric. Fm Susp

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470955
Gray Dekline Shoe, Sz 9.5; #40 
& Wht Sock. Removed Fm 
Susp'S Lt Foot

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 2 0 0 1

I1470956
Gray Dekline Shoe, Sz 9.5; #41 
& Wht Sock. Removed Fm 
Susp'S Rt Foot

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 2 0 0 1

I1470957
Gsr Kit; #42 Gunshot Residue 
Kit. Fm (S) Napier

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470958
Fingernail Scraping Kit; #43 
Collected From (S) Napier

LMF031 In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470959
Reference Oral Swab Kit; #44 
Collected From (S) Napier

LMF031 In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470960
Blood Sample; #45 Purple-
Topped Vial Blood Fm (S) 
Napier

LMR34D In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470961
Bullet; #46 From Napier'S Left 
Back/Left Shoulder

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470962
Bullet; #47 From (S) Napier'S 
Right Shoulder

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470963
Bullet; #48 From (S) Napier'S 
Pelvis (Free Floating)

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470964
Bullet; #49 From (S) Napier'S 
Lumbar Spine

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470965
Bullet; #50 From (S) Napier'S 
Thoracic Seven

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470966
Body Bag; #51 Napier'S Body-
Bag & Body-Bag Sheet

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 2 0 0 1

I1470967
Dvd Master Copy; #52 312 
Photos Taken During Autopsy Of 
(S) 

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470968
Dvd Working Copy; #52.01 312 
Photos Taken During Autopsy Of 
(S)

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1470969
Major Case Prints Fm (S) Napier; 
#53 Recv'D Fm Lpe
On 2/4/14

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/04/14 1 0 0 1
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I1474844
Canister (Empty); #54 Red Msr 
Fuel Bottle

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1474845 Clear Plastic Storage Bag; #55 LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1474846
Fragment; #56 (Recovered In 
Tool Box By "W" 

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1474847
Projectile; #57 Recovered In Red 
Canister By "W" 

LM249C In 03/07/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1474848
Diagram - Sketched By Dep. 
Moyette; #58 

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1474849
Diagram - Sketch By Dep 
Astorga; #59 

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1474850
Diagram - Sketch By Dep. Ortiz; 
#50 

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

I1474851
Document-Consent To Search 
Form; #61 (Garage #30)

LM249C In 02/04/14 02/04/14 02/01/14 1 0 0 1

BACK TO SELECTION MENU
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U.S. Naval Observatory

Astronomical Applications Department

Sun and Moon Data for One Day

The following information is provided for Vista, San Diego County, California (longitude W117.2, 

latitude N33.2): 

        Friday    

        31 January 2014       Pacific Standard Time           

SUN

        Begin civil twilight       6:19 a.m.                  

        Sunrise                    6:45 a.m.                  

        Sun transit               12:02 p.m.                  

        Sunset                     5:20 p.m.                  

        End civil twilight         5:46 p.m.                  

MOON

        Moonset                    5:33 p.m. on preceding day 

        Moonrise                   7:04 a.m.                  

        Moon transit              12:50 p.m.                  

        Moonset                    6:43 p.m.                  

        Moonrise                   7:46 a.m. on following day 

Phase of the Moon on 31 January:   waxing crescent with 1% of the Moon's visible disk illuminated. 

New Moon on 30 January 2014 at 1:39 p.m. Pacific Standard Time. 
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